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ABSTRACT
This thesis addresses the problem of word baundary hypothesisation, which
occurs in the context of a speech-tc?-textconversion system for Hindi. Normal speech is
continuous sequence of sounds with no specific pauses to indicate word boiindaries.
Hence, to convert speech into the corresponding text, it is necessary to identify the
boundaries between the words in the speech. In speech recognition systems, this is
usually done by matching a symbolic representation of the input speech against a
lexicon to obtain a string of words. However, this lexical analysis is computationally
expensive. On the other hand, if some word boundaries can be identified even before
lexical analysis, the complexity of the lexical analyser will be significantly reduced. This
thesis focuses on the issues in the identification of word boundary clues, and on the
effectiveness of the identified clues.
First, the importance of even partial identification of the word boundaries in
reducing the computational complexity of lexical analysis is demonstrated through
simulation studies. Later, studies are described for identification of clues for
hypothesising word boundaries, which are based on the four knowledge sources,
language, lexicon, prosody and acoustic-phonetics. The effectiveness of these clues is
reported in terms of the percentages of the correct and incorrect word boundary
hypotheses produced by the clues.
Studies in this thesis clearly demonstrate the following:
(i) Reduction in the complexity of lexical analysis even with a partial knowledge of
word boundaries in a text,
(ii) Existence of language and lexical clues that can be exploited for placing a
significant number of word boundaries correctly, and
(iii) Existence of speech-related clues such as prosodic and acoustic-phonetic clues,
which can be used to identify many word boundaries in speech.

aapteT I

INTRODUCTION TO WORD BOVNDARY HYPOTHESISATION
1.1 Word boundary hypothesisation problem

The problcrn of wzlrd boundary hyp~thesisation(Wl3H)arises in the contcxi "i'
human communication with machines. The problem can be stated as follows: Given a
string of symbols representing a sentence, word boundaries are to be placed in the
symbol string to convert it into a string of words. This problem is relevant especially in
the context of speech input to a machine, where the speaker does not consciously
indicate the word boundaries while speaking. The work reported in this thesis is on the
identification of clues to perform word boundary hypothesisation in a speech-to-text
conversion system for the Indian language Hindi.
The role of the word boundary hypothesisation problem in speech recognition
can be understood if one examines the way humans speak. Normal speech is a
sequence of sounds with very few pauses to indicate word boundaries. T o convert
speech into the corresponding text, one needs to identify the positions of the missing
word boundaries. In speech recognition systems, the word boundaries may be obtained
by matching a symbolic representation of the speech, produced by a speech signal-tosymbol converter, against a lexicon. However, this process, called lexical analysis,
produces a large number of alternate word strings, when the input symbol sequence
contains errors. Moreover, it also involves a large number of computations. Since a
significant percentage of the speech recognition time is spent on lexical ~nalysis[Wolf
and Woods 19801, one needs to simplify the lexical analysis to speed up the speech
recognition. If some word boundaries can be identified before performing lexical
analysis, the performance of the lexical analyser, both in number of computations and
in accuracy, can be significantly improved.
Consider the operation of a lexical analyser when some word boundaries are

known. The lexical analyser can now match each substring between word boundaries
against the lexicon and produce word alternatives. Note that even if all the word
boundaries are kncbwn, the lexical analyser still has to match the substrings between the
boundaries against the lexicon, due to possibility of errors in the input symbols. From
the word alternatives produced by the lexical match, sentence alternatives can be
formed by constructing strings of the word alternatives. Since the word start and end
points are known, many sentence alternatives that contain words spanning across word
boundaries, which would have been produced in the absence of word boundaries, are
\

eliminated. This results in a reduction in the number of alternatives for a sentence.
Also, the time needed for lexical matching will be reduced. It can be reduced further, if
the lexical matches for words can be done in parallel.
Word boundary hypothesisation also simplifies the handling of unknown words,
i.e., words which are not listed in the lexicon, such as names of persons and places. In
the absence of word boundaries, on detecting an unknown word, the lexical analyser
will have to search several alternative positions to detect the start of the next word. If
word boundaries are known, it can start the lexical match from the next word boundary
and leave the interpretation of the unknown word to later stages or to the user.
The development of a word boundary hypothesiser also simplifies the design of

a speech-to-text conversion system. The main objective of such a system is to generate
a text corresponding to the input speech. Typically, a speech-to-text conversion system
consists of a speech signal-to-symbol conversion system and a symbol-to-text
conversion system. Assuming that the symbols correspond to the orthographic
characters of the language, the symbol string produced by the signal-to-symbol
conversion differs from the desired text mainly in the missing word boundaries. A
symbol string without word boundaries is difficult to read even for humans. The main

purpose of the symbol-to-text conversion system is to make the symbol string readable,
by providing the missing word bou,ndaries. T h e text can b e further corrected, if
necessary, using the higher level knowledge sniirces such as syntax and semantics to
make it more meaningful.
In summary, t h e following a r e t h e advantages of t h e word boundary
hypothesisation:

1. The complexity of lexical matching involved in large vocabulary speech recognition
can be significantly reduced.

2. Unknown words can be handled.

3. If most of the word boundaries can b e hypothesised, a useful speech-to-text
conversion system can be developed, with only a speech signal-to-symbol converter and
a word boundary hypothesiser.
It is interesting to note that a meaningful text with word boundaries can be read
easily, even with some errors in characters and in word boundaries (see Fig.l.1 for
illustration). Thus word boundary hypothesisation plays a crucial role in producing a
readable output from a speech-to-text conversion system. But continuous speech does
not contain any direct clues, such as pauses, to word boundaries. However, it is
interesting to note that there are several language features which can be exploited for
hypothesising word boundaries. Since the original input is speech signal, one can also
exploit speech related clues for word boundary hypothesisation.
The objective of this thesis is to establish the significance of word boundary
hypothesisation in speech recognition and to demonstrate that language and speech
related clues do exist, which can be effectively used to hypothesise word boundaries. It
is interesting to note that even a partial success in word boundary hypothesisation using
these clues would generate a text which is significantly better than a text without word
boundaries, from a readability point of view. Moreover, such a text with a few word
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alound dhe long table heags nodded en unison yes we abreed thu culture must
shange propessors shoult pe rewarded eccording t o theer deaching
uffectiveness not por their fame an rezearch in sempathetic yibration my owl
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Around the long table heads nodded in unison. Yes we agreed the culture
must change. Professors should b e rewarded according to their teaching
effectiveness not for their fame in research. In s mpathetic vibration my own
head bobbed up and down just like other wise eads. The nodding continued.
I glanced furtively at my neighbour and caught him in the act of monitoring
my own degree of sincerity. Not so much as a ripple o r a shadow in his
expression betrayed any lack of conviction. This was serious stuff.

i

F i g 1.1 A n i l l u s t r a t i o n o f t h e i m p r o v e m e n t i n t h e
readability of a text due to word boundaries. In l.l(a),
a text with nearly 50% of the words in error(but only 10%
of letters in error)is shown without any word boundaries.
The same text is shown in l.l(b) with word boundaries. It
c a n b e s e e n t h a t t h e t e x t in ( b ) is easier t o read
compared t o the text in (a). The actual text is also
shown in 1.1(c)

.

boundaries, will also reduce the complexity in the processing of later stages, such as
lekcal, syntactic and semantic analyses.
1.2 Issues in word boundary hypothesisation

In the previous section, it was argued that word boundaries can reduce the
number of alternatives produced by a lexical analyser, and they can also reduce the
computation involved in lexical analysis. However, one can also obtain a quantitative
assessment of the effect of word boundaries on lexical analysis and thereby establish
the importance of the word boundary hypothesisation in lexical analysis. This is the
first task in our work.
T h e main issue to be addressed in such a study is the improvement in the
performance of the lexical analyser due to word boundary hypothesisation. This
involves two studies: (1) a study of the effect of errors in the input symbols o n the
performance of the lexical analyser when the input sentences contain no word
boundaries, and (2) a study on the performance of the lexical analyser for the same
input sentences when they contain word boundaries. In these studies, the performance
of the lexical analyser is measured using two terms: (i) the number of alternate word
strings (henceforth referred as alternatives) matching the input sentence, and (ii) the
time spent on the lexical analysis. These meas-dresreflect the different ways in which
lexical analysis influences the overall speech recognition process. The first measure is
an estimate of the computational load imposed on the later stages of processing, such
as syntactic and semantic analyses, whereas the second measure is an estimate of the
computation involved in the lexical analysis.
Once the importance of the word boundary hypothesisation is established, the
next task is to identify some clues to perform word boundary hypothesisation. Since
word boundary hypothesisation can be viewed as converting a string of symbols without

word boundaries into a text with word boundaries, one can exploit some language
features to perform this task. In particular, one can utilise the constraints on the
formation of words and their occurrence within a sentence. Thus the lexical and higher
level linguistic knowledge scurces such as synta and semantics, which wili be referred
henceforth as language knowledge, are needed to identify the clues for word boundary
hypothesisation. In this context, we have identified two studies, one on the use of
language clues to perform word boundary hypothesisation and another on the use of
lexical clues.
In the context of speech recognition, the symbol string produced by the speech
signal-to-symbol converter, usually contains errors. It is possible that in the presence of
errors, the lexical and the language clues may not be as effective as in the case of error
free input. But there are several speech related knowledge sources such as prosody and
acoustic-phonetics which can be examined to identify additional clues. Thus we have
identified additional studies on the identification of prosodic and acoustic-phonetic
clues for word boundary hypothesisation.
From the above discussion, it is clear that clues based on the four knowledge
sources, acoustic-phonetic, prosodic, lexical and language are useful for word boundary
hypothesisation. However, it may not be possible to integrate all of these clues into a
single module. This is due to the fact that the acoustic-phonetic and prosodic clues can
be applied on the speech signal only, whereas the lexical and language clues are
applicable on the symbol string output by the speech signal-to-symbol converter. Hence
to perform word boundary hypothesisation, one needs to obtain the various clues from
the appropriate knowledge sources and use them, rather than build a single module for
word boundary hypothesisation. The present work focuses on the identification of clues
to perform word boundary hypothesisation, and no attempt is made to address issues
concerned with the application of these clues in an integrated fashion.

The following issues are addressed in this thesis:

1. Effect of wordboundary hypothesisation on lexical analysis,
2. Identification of language clues for word boundary hypothesisation,

3. Identification of lexical clues for word boundary hypothesisation,
4. Identification of prosodic clues for word boundary hypothesisation, and,

5. Identification of acoustic-phonetic clues for word boundary hypothesisation,
1.3 Studies on word boundary hypothesisation for Hindi

The first study in our work is on the effect of word boundaries on lexical
analysis. Experiments were carried out to compare the time spent on lexical matching
for the two cases of word boundaries known and unknown. The results proved
conclusively that the presence of word boundaries in the input sentences can reduce
the time spent on lexical analysis significantly. For example, lexical analysis time for
the sentence pa.-/Lsa.-la-me.erk mi-bplJd. ne.-pwc?l&a.- hai was reduced by a factor
of 1000 when the word boundaries were known, compared to the case when the word
boundaries were unknown, when the sentence had 10% errors in phonemes.
Studies were also carried out to estimate the increase in the number of sentence
alternatives for the input sentences. The studies showed that the presence of word
boundaries, reduced the number of alternate word strings matching the input sentence.
For example, for the sentence, pa.-ih~a=ln.
me: e:k nni. Za+aki: ne:prave:s 1iya.- hoi
produced nearly twice the number of alternate word strings when the word boundaries
were unknown, compared to the case when the word boundaries were known, at an
input error rate of 10%. Thus the results of the study established that word boundary
hypothesisation improves the performance of the lexical analyser significantly.
The next study relates to the identification of language clues for word boundary
hypothesisation. The language clues proposed correspond to the frequently occurring

words. The idea is to spot symbol sequences corresponding to these frequently
occurring words in the input sentences and hypothesise word boundaries around them.
Depending on the frequency of occurrence of these words, one can hypothesise a large
number of word boundaries.
The above idea was tested on a Hindi text. A number of clues corresponding to
the frequently occurring words such as case markers, pronouns and other function
words were used. The results show that about 70% of the word boundaries were
detected correctly with errors around 20%.
However, in the context of speech recognition, the symbol string generated by
the signal-to-symbol conversion contains errors. In our study, these errors were
simulated in the input sentences and the performance of the language clues was
estimated at various error rates. The results show that the language clues are useful for
hypothesising word boundaries even at high error rates. For example, even at an input
error rate of 50%, the language clues detected nearly 35% of the word boundaries with
less than 35% incorrect hypotheses.
The third study is on the identification of lexical clues. In this, lexical constraints
such as the constraints on the sequences of phonemes, were proposed as clues to
hypothesise word boundaries. The idea is to identify all phoneme sequences which do
not occur word-internally, and then hypothesise word boundaries within such
sequences occurring in a sentence. For example, in English, the phoneme sequence mgl
does not occur word-internally. Hence if it is observed in a text (as in some glass), one
can hypothesise a word boundary within the sequence.
A number of phoneme sequences were used, ranging from simple sequences of

vowels(v+) and

cons on ants(^+) to much longer sequences of both vowels and

consonants (CV'C and VC'V).

Note that the superscript

+

is used to indicate a

sequence of one or more symbols. Using these sequences, word boundaries were

detected in a Hindi text. The results show that longer sequences detect more word
boundaries but they are also more error prone. Moreover, use of long sequences also
increases the uncertainty in the actual location of the word boundary. Hence, i n
practice, this may not result in any significant improvement in lexical analysis, when
compared to the shorter sequences.
In the speech context, the lexical clues are to b e applied on a symbol string
which may contain errors. Tests were conducted using sentences in which speech-like
errors were simulated, and the performance of the lexical clues was estimated. The
results show that the lexical clues are useful even for large percentage errors in the
input symbol string.
In addition to the language and lexical clues, one can also exploit prosodic and
acoustic-phonetic knowledge sources. In the study on the identification of prosodic
clues for word boundary hypothesisation, four prosodic features of pause, duration,
amplitude and pitch were considered. Of these, pauses a r e the simplest and most
reliable clues to word boundaries. In our study, it was found that pauses can be used to
detect only a few word boundaries, less than 20% of the total boundaries. It was also
found that a simple strategy of hypothesising a word boundary after every long vowel
results in the detection of many word boundaries (more than 70%) with errors less
than 25%. Pitch changes were also found useful to hypothesise word boundaries. In our
study, it was found that a drop in FO can be used to hypothesise a word boundary. This
detected more than 70% of the word boundaries with errors less than 30%. A
combination of pause, duration and pitch resulted in the detection of more than 75%
of the word boundaries with errors less than 15%.
In the study on the identification of acoustic-phonetic clues, two simple clues,
based on changes in the first formant were considered. The first clue uses changes in

F 1 position at a vowel-consonant boundary to hypothesise word boundaries. This
detected<nearly 50% of the word-final vowels with errors around 25940. The second clue
uses changes in F1 energy as a clue to word-final vowels. This detected about 30% of
the word-final vowels with errors around 25%.
T h e a b o v e s t u d i e s d e m o n s t r a t e d t h e significance of w o r d b o u n d a r y
hypothesisation in speech recognition and identified several word boundary clues
based on the language, lexical, prosodic, and acoustic-phonetic knowledge sources. A
detailed description of the studies is given in later chapters. The organisation of the
thesis is given in the following section.
1.4 Organisation of the Thesis

In the earlier sections, the problem of word boundary hypothesisation was
introduced and its need in the context of a speech recognition system was discussed. In
the next chapter (chapter 2), a review of the studies on word boundaries is presented.
To establish the importance of word boundaries in reducing the complexity of lexical
analysis, a study was conducted in which the effect of word boundaries o n lexical
analysis was examined. This is described in chapter 3. This is followed by the studies on
the identification of various clues for word boundary hypothesisation. Four different
studies were made, each study concentrating on clues based on a particular knowledge
source. In chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7, clues for each of these studies are described. In
chapter 4, a study on the use of some language clues to hypothesise word boundaries is
described. In chapter 5, studies on the use of some lexical clues, namely, phoneme
sequence constraints, for word boundary hypothesisation are presented. In chapter 6,
studies o n the use of the prosodic features of pitch, duration and amplitude, in
hypothesising word boundaries are described. In chapter 7, studies on the use of word
boundary clues based on acoustic-phonetic knowledge are presented. The performance
of the above four types of clues, namely, language, lexical, prosodic and acoustic-

phonetic clues, in reducing the lexical analysis time is presented in chapter 8. The work
is summarised in chapter 9 and some issues for further investigation aie also indicated
in it.

-a2
A REVIEW OF THE STUDIES ON,WORD BOUNDARY HYPOTHESISATION
2.1 Introduction

Several studies have been i c ~ ~ i int literature
~ d
in which a number of word
boundary hypothesisation techniques were described. These studies can be broadly
divided into two categories:(i) studies which addressed the role of word boundaries in
improving the performance of a lexical analyser, and (ii) studies which proposed some
clues for word boundary hypothesisation. Most of the reported studies were for
English, though a few other studies also addressed the problem of word boundary
hypothesisation for other languages like German and Japanese. All of these studies
were reviewed in this chapter.
The review is also organised in two sections, with each section containing a
review of the studies of the above two categories. Initially, in section 2.2, the studies
which addressed the role of word boundaries in lexical analysis were reported. The
studies on word boundary hypothesisation techniques were reported in the later section
(section 2.3), which is further divided into four subsections, with each section reviewing
the role of each of the four knowledge sources, language knowledge, lexical knowledge,
prosodic knowledge, and acoustic-phonetic knowledge. In subsection 2.3.1, application
of language knowledge for word boundary hypothesisation is reviewed. In subsection
2.3.2, word boundary hypothesisation techniques based primarily on the lexical
knowledge are reviewed. In subsection 2.3.3, studies which examined the role of
prosodic knowledge in word boundary hypothesisation are reviewed, and in subsection
2.3.4 word boundary hypothesisation techniques based on the acoustic-phonetic
knowledge are described. This organisation of the studies is based on the primary clues
used, although, in some studies, clues based on other knowledge sources were also
used. For example, the Metrical Segmentation Strategy(MSS), described in subsection

2.3.3, uses both prosodic and language features and it was placed under the studies on
prosodic clues beiause it primarily uses prosodic features.
2.2 Role of word boundaries in improving lexical analysis

T h e main aim in these studies is t o explore t h e improvement in the
performance of a lexical analyser and thereby establish the need for word boundary
hypothesisation. This can be divided into two separate studies, (i) a study in which the
performance of the lexical analyser on an input without word boundaries is estimated,
and (ii) a study in which the performance of the lexical analyser on an input with word
boundaries is estimated. The results are compared with those of (i) to establish the
necessity of word boundary hypothesisation.
Two studies were reported in literature on the effect of word boundary
ambiguity on lexical analysis. However, these studies, as mentioned later, have
addressed the issues only partially. The first study was conducted at the Centre for
Speech Technology Research(CSTR), Edinburgh [Harrington and Johnstone 19871. In
this study, the performance of a lexical analyser in the absence of any word boundaries
in its input was studied. The performance of the lexical analyser was measured in terms
of the number of alternate word strings matching the input sentence. The input to the
lexical analyser was represented in two representations, phonen~eand midclass [Dalby,
Laver and Hiller 1986; Harrington and Johnstone 19871, and the number of alternate
word strings matching a sentence (without any word boundaries) was estimated for
both the representations. A dictionary containing the 4000 most frequent English
words was used. The dictionary was represented internally as a tree-structured
dictionary and a left to right matching strategy similar to the one described in [Cole
and Jakimik 19801 was used. A total of 50 sentences were used in the matching. The
results of the study are in the following:

1. When a midclass representation was used for the input, 32 of the 50 sentences had

more than 10 million alternate word strings matching them. The largest number of
alternate word strings was 3.25 X 1018 and the average number was 8.47 X 1016.
2. When the input was represented in a phonemic form, only 3 of the 50 sentences
matched 10,000 or more alternate word strings. The largest number of alternate word
strings was 66,528 and the average number was 2,491.
The results of this study showed clearly that in the absence of word boundaries
the higher level analysers (syntax and semantic) will have to select the correct sentence
from a large number of alternatives. It can also be seen that even when the input
utterance is correctly converted into phonemes, the absence of word boundary
information leads t o many word string alternatives. This problem is further
compounded by the inaccuracies in the speech signal-to-symbol conversion as seen
from the results for the midclass representation. However this study did not address
the following issues:
1. The effect of word boundaries in reducing the number of alternate word sequences

matching an utterance, and
2. The effect of word boundaries in reducing the computation time involved in lexical
analysis.
The second study [Briscoe 19891 addressed the first issue to some extent. In this
study four different lexical match strategies were compared in terms of the number of
alternate word strings produced for a sentence. The strategies considered in this study
are given below:
1. Lexical match was performed at each phoneme. In effect, this means that a word

boundary was assumed after every phoneme. Moreover, knowledge of the previously
successful matches was not used in performing the next match. This assumption is very
unrealistic and practically no speech recognition system uses this.

2. Lexical match was performed at each syllable, which means that a word boundary
was assumed after every syllable.

3. Lexical match was initiated at the beginning of the sentence and subsequently at the
conclusion of each successful lexical match. This strategy was used in most speech
recognition systems [Cole and Jakimik 19801.
4. Lexical match was initiated at each strong syllable. This strategy was based on the
Metrical. Segmentation Strategy(MSS) suggested for English [Cutler and Carter 19871.
Thus, in this strategy, information regarding word boundaries was used in matching.
The above four lexical match strategies were compared on three types of input
representation of increasing complexity, namely, (a) A sentence represented as a
sequence of phonemes, (b) a sentence transcribed such that the strong syllables were
transcribed exactly whereas the weak syllables were transcribed into their broadclass
categories, and (c) a sentence transcribed such that the strong syllables were
transcribed into their midclass categories and the weak syllables into their broadclass
categories. Thus the above three types of inputs were of increasing complexity. The
results of the study were as follows:
1. For input type (a), Strategies 1 and 2 produced more matching word sequences than

strategies 3 and 4, as expected.
2. For input types (b) and (c), strategy 1 again produced the highest number of
matching word sequences. But unlike the earlier case, strategy 2 performed better than
strategy 3 in that it produced less number of matching word sequences. Strategy 4
performed best by producing the least number of matching word sequences.
The above results established that knowledge of the word boundaries (even if it
is only partial as in strategy 2) can improve the performance of the lexical match,
especially when the input is only partially known (midclass or broadclass strings). Of

particular interest is the performance of strategy 2, in which the word boundaries were
restricted to syllable boundaries (which is not very restrictive), and yet the strategy
outperformed the strategy 3. Thus this study clearly established the need for word
boundaries. Hcviever, this study c o ~ p a r e dthe performances of th2 !cxiciil afialyser for
three inputs of different complexity, but it did address the following issues:

1. Effect of errors in the input on the performance of a lexical analyser,
2. Effect of word boundaries on the performance of the lexical analyser when there are
errors in the input.
Studies were conducted by us to address these issues and they are described
later in chapter 3.
2.3 Techniques for word boundary hypothesisation

2.3.1 Word boundary hypotltesisation techniques based on language knowledge

Not many studies were reported on the use of language knowledge sou:ces such
as syntax and semantics. However, studies reported in literature which primarily use
some other knowledge source, also make use of language features. The feature used in
many of these studies is the word frequency, i.e., the relative frequency with which a
word (or a class of words) occurs in a text. The reason for this is simple. Whatever
clues are observed at word level, they can be useful only if the words containing the
clues occur frequently in a text. Otherwise such clues are applicable only occasionally.
For example, consider the occurrence of the sound n in Hindi. It occurs mostly in
word-final position. Thus the presence of n in a Hindi sentence can b e used to
hypothesise a word boundary. However, the words containing n occur rarely, and hence
the utility of n in hypothesising word boundaries is practically nil.
In our studies, reported later in chapter 4, the word frequency information was
used as a clue to hypothesise word boundaries.
2.3.2 Word boundary hypotheskation techniques based on lexical kzowledge

.

For English, several studies were carried out, both by linguists and speech
scientists, to identify lexical clues which can be used to detect word boundaries
[Shipman and Zue 19821. The clues used were basically constraints on sequences of
phonemes, also known as phonotactic constraints. In one study [Lamel and Zue 19841,
sequences of consonants of the form C + ( + indicating a sequence of one or more
consonants) were identified. These sequences were used to hypothesise some of the
word boundaries in several texts. It was also suggested that such clues can also be used
to detect word boundaries at a broadclass level. To identify the exact location of the
word boundary in the consonant string (for example, a two consonant sequence C1C2
can contain a word boundary in three positions; before the sequence, within the
sequence or after the sequence), it was suggested that additional knowledge such as
acoustic-phonetics can be used. Though results on actual texts were not reported, the
number of word boundaries that can be detected by these clues appear to be limited.
A more recent and exhaustive study on the use of the phoneme sequence

constraints was done by Harrington [Harrington, Johnson and Cooper 19871 in which
sequences of the types CV, VC and CVC were considered. In this study, all wordinternal sequences of the given type were extracted from a dictionary. Also all possible
sequences that can occur across word boundaries were found by considering all
possible pairings of the words. From these word boundary sequences the word-internal
sequences were removed. Thus the remaining sequences were sequences which occur
only across word boundaries and these sequences were used to hypothesise word
boundaries. It was found that nearly 45% of the word boundaries can be detected in an
English text represented in a phonemic form with incorrect hypotheses less than 4%.
In a later study [Harrington, Watson and Cooper 19891, the above sequences
were used to hypothesise word boundaries in strings represented using broadclasses. It

was found that at broadclass level, the applicability of the phoneme sequence
constraints is limited. Resplts showed that the number of word boundaries detected
were around 2% of the word boundaries in the text with false alarms as high as 22T0.
Thus the utility of the ?honeme sequence constraints to hypothesise word bouiidaries
in texts containing speech signal-to-symbol conversion errors appears to be limited.
For Hindi, Ohala [Ohala 19831 gave a list of valid word-internal sequences of
consonants and v o w e l s ( ~ +and V')

which were called sequential constraints.

However in these, sequences of the form CV, VC and CVC were not considered. But,
Ohala does mention that some sequences such as kyi do not occur in word-internal
position. As yet no study is reported on the use of these clues for detecting word
boundaries in Hindi.
Our studies on the use of the phoneme sequence constraints in hypothesising
word boundaries are reported in chapter 5.

2.3.3 Word boundary hypothesisation techniques based on prosodic knowledge
Most of the initial studies on word boundary detection focussed on the use of
prosody. Many of these were studies o n human perception and used listeners to
determine the word boundaries in what was heard. In one study [Nakatani and Schaffer
19781 it was shown that stress p a t t e r n s aid listeners in t h e detection of word

boundaries. I n this study, 'reiterant speech' was used to eliminate the phonetic
information from a phrase. In reiterant speech, all syllables in a phrase are replaced by
nonsense syllables like 'ma'. For example, 'Mary had a little lamb' became 'Mama ma
ma mama ma'. The effect of syntax was minimised by using sentences with the same
structure and by restricting the number of syllables to be replaced to three containing a
noun phrase of an adjective and a noun. For example, the sentence 'The remote stream
was perfect for fishing' became 'The mama ma was perfect for fishing'. Thus only
prosodic cues were available to the listener. Using several such sentences,.listeners

were asked to identify the boundaries between the words in the phrase. The results
showed that the listeners were able to detect many word boundaries better than
chance. An analysis of the resillts showed that stress and rhythm were the primary cues
used by the listeners to detect worcl boundaries.
Similar studies on the use ad prosodic cues were performed for other languages
also. In a study on Japanese speech [Nakagawa and Sakai 19791, utterances of one to
three word sequences of city naimes and digits was synthesised. When the voiced
segments in the synthesised speech were replaced by sinusoids and the unvoiced
segments by white noise with both pitch and energy unaltered, 95% of the word
boundaries in the sequences were still recognised by the listeners. When either energy
or pitch is modified, the recognitioln rate dropped to 92%.
I n a later study [Lea 19801, a n algorithm was developed to detect major
syntactic boundaries in English speech using falllrise patterns in the pitch contour. The
algorithm looks for substantial decreases in FO (7% or more) followed by an increase

(7% or more). It then marks a boundary a t the last of the lowest FO values in the
valley. Application of this algorithm on a data of 230 sentences, resulted in locating
nearly 90% of the major syntactic boundaries correctly with false alarm rate between 5
to 10%. In the same study it was suggested that some word boundaries can also be
detected by using durational changes caused by 'prepausal lengthening'. It was also
suggested that by detecting pauses in speech, which occur as long silences, one can
detect a few word boundaries.
The relation between the prosody and the syntactic structure of a sentence was
also examined in some recent studies. It was shown that boundary tones, which are
distinctive changes in pitch, signal major boundaries in phrases a n d sentences
[Beckman and Pierrehumbert 19861. In a recent study, it was found that abrupt changes

in speaking rate indicate phrase boundaries in speech [Wightman and Ostendorf 19911.
'A technique to detect phrase boundaries using pitch patterns was also reported

[Simodaira and Kimura 19921. In this study, a set of reference pitch patterns were
obtained initially from a trainin,g data set. For the test data, the pitch pattern was
obtained and it was matched against the stored patterns using dynamic programming.
It was reported that this technique detected nearly 88% of the phrase boundaries
correctly.
Recently, a word boundary detection technique called Metrical Segmentation
Strategy(MSS) [Cutler and Norris 19881 was developed for English based on a
strong/weak classification of the English syllables. It was based o n an earlier
observation that many English content words contain strong word initial syllables
[Cutler and Carter 19871. Thus, in the proposed strategy, a strong syllable was
hypothesised as a word initial syllable. In one study [Harrington, Watson and C o ~ p e r
19891, it was found that this strategy results in the detection of nearly 47% of the word
boundaries in a text with a false alarm rate of 33%. In another study using MSS [Cutler
19901, both the weak and strong vowels were used to hypothesise word boundaries. The
weak vowels were used as clues for grammatical words while the strong words were
used for content words. It was reported that the strategy correctly detects more than
80% of the content words in an utterance with less than 15% errors.
The use of MSS in human speech perception was also established in a recent
study [Cutler and Butterfield 1991al. In this study the speakers were informed that the
listeners were having difficulty in finding word boundaries and were asked to produce
deliberately clear speech to aid them. This speech was then analysed to identify the
clues supplied by the speakers to indicate the word boundaries. The results showed
that pause and lengthening of preboundary syllables were the clues produced by the
speakers. Interestingly, these clues were stronger at word boundaries preceding weak

syllables than at word boundaries preceding strong syllables, indicating that the
speakers are aware of the use of strong syllables to indicate word beginnings. Thus
these findings confirmed the use of strong syllables to detect word boundaries by
humans and validate the use of MSS.
T h e above studies established that prosodic knowledge can b e used to
hypothesise word boundaries in speech. The studies have also identified some prosodic
features, such as pause, duration and pitch(FO), as possible clues to word boundaries.
Our studies for Hindi using these prosodic features for word boundary hypothesisation
are reported in chapter 6.
2.3.4 Word boundary hypotheskation techniques based on acoustic-phonetic knowledge
Not many word boundary detection techniques were reported in literature in
which the acoustic-phonetic knowledge was explicitly used. However, two techniques
were reported which used spectral information to detect the word boundaries. Both
operate directly on the speech signal and hypothesise word boundaries in it.
T h e first technique was developed for application in a connected word
recognition task [Zelenski and Class 19831. It used an algorithm which was based on
estimation principles. In this the input speech signal was divided into a sequence of
windows. T h e signal in the window was represented by a parameter vector x =
{x1,x2, ...xL), where each of the xi represent a speech parameter such as one of the
outputs of a filter bank. The word boundary hypothesisation problem was posed as one
of classifying a given window into one of the two classes: (i) class1 window, containing
a word boundary, and (ii) class2 window, not containing a word boundary. Ideally the
classifier should produce an output z, where z = 1 for window class 1, and z = 0 for
window class 2.
The target value z can be approximated by an estimation d which is computed

by an estimator function E from the parameter vector x. Thus d = E(x). The estimator
was optirnised for mipimum mean squared estimation error. Depending on the ,type of
t h e estimator function E , o n e would obtain a different performance in the
classification. In the study, two types of estimator functions, linear and quadratic, were
used.
The word boundary detector was first trained on a sample data to obtain the
estimator function E. Then this estimated E was used to hypothesise word boundaries
in other data. The system was tested on a connected digit task. It achieved very good
recognition accuracy (> 90%) with incorrect hypotheses limited to less than 5%.
One important problem with this technique was that the system needs to be
trained for all possible word pairs and hence it is useful only in the context of
connected word recognition where the small vocabularies permit such training.
Moreover, even for small vocabularies, the computation was large, being proportion21
to the vocabulary size.
The second technique [Ukita, Nitta and Watanabe 19861 tried to reduce the
computations involved in training the classifier (or estimating E). In this, the problem
of word boundary hypothesisation was posed as one of hypothesising a variable size
window, that contains a word boundary, based on a measure called 'spectral change'.
The spectral change for a frame i was defined as SC(i) =

I xi-1 - xi 1 / I

xi 1 if xi f 0,

and, SC(i) = 0 otherwise, where xi was a parameter vector of the i-th frame, where
each element of the vector corresponds to the output power of one channel of a filter
bank.
Depending on the spectral change computed, a window size was hypothesised.
The hypothesisation was done such that for a small spectral change, the hypothesised
window size was large and vice versa. The hypothesised window size indicates that a
word boundary is likely to be present in a window of that size taken around the current

frame. This technique also achieved more than 90% recognition accuracy on a
sk
connected digit recognition task involving sequences of four ~ a ~ a n e digits.
Both the abovz techniques achieved a recognition accuracy of 90% or more and
recognised many word boundaries. However both the techniques were task and
vocabulary dependent and were tested only on small vocabularies (100 words or less).
Extending them t o task independent and large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition will require large training and hence they are not suitable in the context of
continuous speech recognition.
W h i i e t h e a b o v e t e c h n i q u e s w e r e n o t a p p l i c a b l e f o r word b o u n d a r y
hypothesisation in continuous speech, they have shown that spectral clues do exist for
hypothesising word boundaries. In our studies, reported in chapter 6, some spectral
features based on the acoustic-phonetic knowledge were used as clues for word
boundary hypothesisation in continuous speech.

2.3.5 Word boundary hypothesisation techniques for Hindi
All of the earlier studies reviewed above were performed for English and in a
few cases for German and Japanese languages. In the context of word boundary
hypothesisation for continuous Hindi speech, studies were reported (other than the
ones reported in this thesis) on the use of prosodic knowledge in the form of pitch
variations t o hypothesise word boundaries [Madhukumar 1993; Rajendran and
Yegnanarayana 19941. T h e technique is described later in chapter 6 where its
performance is studied and several modifications a r e made by us to improve its
performance.
2.4 Summary and Conclusions

I n t h i s c h a p t e r a review of t h e s t u d i e s c o n d u c t e d o n word b o u n d a r y
hypothesisation and its significance in speech recognition was presented. From these

studies, the following issues are identified for further study:
1. There is a n~cessityto perform studies on the significance of word boundaries in

improving lexical analysis, especially in the presence of errors in the input text. In
particular, one needs to perform studies lo examine ihe effect i;f inpilt errors on ihe
performance of a lexical analyser, and how the presence of word boundaries in input
sentences can improve the performance.
2. Almost all of the word boundary hypothesisation techniques developed are language
specific. Hence, one needs to conduct studies addressing the problem of word
boundary hypothesisation in Hindi speech.
In the succeeding chapters studies addressing these issues were reported.
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SIGNIFICANCE OF WORD BOUNDARIES IN LEXICAL ANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction

In the first chapter, arguments v:ere presented to justify the need
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word boundary hypothesisation before performing lexical analysis. Three reasons were
given in this regard: (i) improvement in the lexical matching, (ii) easier handling of
unknown words, and (iii) easy development of speech-to-text conversion systems.
Reasons (ii) and (iii) are self evident. In this chapter, studies are reported establishing

(i), i.e., improvement in lexical analysis due to word boundary hypothesisation.
There are two ways in which the word boundary hypothesisation can affect
lexical analysis: (i) by reducing the number of alternate word strings for a given input
sentence, and (ii) by reducing the computation involved in lexical matching. While
these two are related, their implications in the context of speech-to-text conversio~?are
different. A reduction in the number of alternate word strings means a reduction in the
computations for the later stages of processing, such as syntactic and semantic analyses.
On the other hand, a reduction in the lexical analysis time means a reduction in the
total time for speech recognition. Since lexical analysis constitutes a major part of the
speech recognition task, a reduction in the lexical analysis time can significantly speed
up the overall recognition.
In chapter 2 (section 2.2), two earlier studies on the effect of word boundaries
on lexical analysis were described. These studies established that the knowledge of
word boundaries (even if it is only partial) can improve the performance of the lexical
analyser, especially when the input is only partially known (midclass or broadclass
strings) as likely in a speech recognition system. However these studies have not
addressed the following issues in detail:
1. The effect of errors in input symbols on the performance of a lexical analyser.

2. The effect of word boundary information on the performance of a lexical analyser.

Studies were conducted to addkess these issues. A lexical analyser was
r types cif inputs: (i) input sentences without
developed to study its performance f ~ two
word boundaries, and (ii) input sentences with word boundaries. The performance of
the lexical analyser was estimated using two measures: (i) the number of alternate
word strings for a given input sentence, and (ii) the time spent on the lexical analysis,
for varying input errors.
In the next section, the lexical analyser used in the studies is described. In
section 3.3, the performance of the lexical analyser without word boundaries in input
sentences is estimated for various input errors. In section 3.4, the performance of the
lexical analyser is estimated for the input sentences with word boundaries. In section
3.5, the results of the above two studies are compared, and the effect of word
boundaries on lexical analysis is discussed. In these studies it was assumed that all the
word boundaries in the input are correct, which is not realistic. This constraint is
removed in the next study, reported in section 3.6, in which the performance of the
lexical analyser was estimated for varying number of word boundary errors. These
results and their implications in speech recognition are discussed in section 3.7.
3.2 Lexical analyser

The lexical analyser matches the input sequence of phonemes representing a
sentence against a prestored lexicon to produce alternate word strings matching the
input. Since the input phoneme sequence may contain errors, approximate string
matching [Hall and Dowling 19801is used to produce the word strings. Hence one may
obtain several alternate word strings matching the same input phoneme string but at
different matching costs. The cost associated with a word sequence indicates the
amount of its mismatch with the input phoneme sequence. Even for the same cost, one

usually obtains a large number of alternate word strings.
The lexical aqalyser used in our studies works as follows: It matches the input
phoneme sequence starting from the leftmart unmatched phoneme against the lexicon
and finds all matching words. Since the matching is approximarc, even for the same
input phoneme sequence several words may be matched and the words matched may
not exactly correspond to the input. A cost indicating the amount of mismatch between
the input phoneme string and t h e word matched is associated with each of the
hypothesised words. This cost is obtained from a prestored cost matrix. Thus several
alternate word strings may be matched against the same input phoneme sequence with
varying costs. For each of these alternate word strings, a record is created containing
(i) the word sequence that matched the initial portion of the input sequence, (ii) a
pointer to the input phoneme sequence indicating the next phoneme to be matched
and (iii) the cost of the partial match. These records for the various alternate word
strings are stored in the memory. From these, one record is selected for further
matching. The record structure of an alternative and the lexical match algorithm are
given below.

Alternative = RECORD
matched string:String;
{Contains the word sequence matching the
initial portion of the input)
0inter:integer;
ontains a pointer to the start of the
unmatched portion of the input)
cost:integer;
{Contains the cost of matching the matched -string
with the initial portion of the input)
END;

inpu;s

(i) Initially the entire sentence is unmatched. Create a n alternative with a null string
for matched-string, inputgointer set to one and zero cost.
(ii) select* an alternative from the memory. Set the unmatched string pointer to the
inputgointer in the alternative.

* This selection can be done in many ways. A common choice is the least cost alternative.
However, one may sometimes choose the highest cost alternative to reduce memory
requirements.
(iii) Starting from the phoneme pointed by the unmatched string pointer, match the
input phoneme seqilcnce with the 'lexicon until a word matching the input sequence is
found. Form a new alternative by attaching the word matched to the matched string,
the inputgointer pointing to the position of the honeme after the matched word and
the cost set equal to the sum of the old cost and t e cost of the current matching.

R

(iv) If the current alternative contains a word sequence matchin the complete input
sequence, output the word sequence, otherwise if the cost of the a ternative is less than
a threshold, store the alternative. Note that incomplete word sequences matching a
sentence or alternatives whose costs exceed the threshold are discarded.

f

(v) Repeat (ii), (iii) and (iv) until no alternatives are left in the memory.
T h e lexicon used for m a t c h i n g was t h e M e e n a k s h i H i n d i - E n g l i s h
dictionary[Mohan and Kapoor 19891. It contained nearly 30,000 words. For verbs only
the root form of the verb was given. T o these dictionary words, the words taken from
the sentences used in the studies were added. In total, the lexicon contained about
31,000 words. To facilitate the left-to-right matching stratey used, the dictionary was
organised as a tree-structured dictionary [Wolf and Woods 1980; Hatazaki and
Watanabe 19861.
A crucial component of the lexical analyser is the cost matrix used in estimating

the cost of a mismatch. The validity of any simulation study on lexical analysis depends
on how accurately the cost matrix reflects the speech signal-to-symbol conversion
errors. The cost matrix used in the lexical analyser is shown in Fig.3.1. The costs were
specified using three values, 'high(H)', 'mid(M)' and 'low(L)'. For example the figure
shows that the phoneme /a/ has a low cost to /a:/ and a mid cost to /e:/, meaning that
an acoustic-phonetic analyser would have misrecognised an uttered /a:/ as /a/ with a
higher probability whereas it would have misrecognised an /e:/ as /a/ with a lower
probability. These cost values were given based on the observations of the errors in the

speech signal-to-symbol conversion in the VOIS speech-to-text conversion system
[Eswar 19901.
From the cost matrix the cost nf substitlition for phonemes was estimated in the
following fzshioc: Let p be the observed phcriemc and q be the lnatching i;honeme.
Then the cost of substituting p by q during the lexical analysis was given by
C(p,q) = 0, if P =q;
C(p,q) = 1, if the row for p in the cost matrix contains q with a 'low' cost;
C(p,q) = 2, if the cost matrix contains 'mid';
C(p,q) = 4, if the cost matrix contains 'high';
C(p,q) is infinite; if there is no entry for q in the row for p.
In Fig.3.2, a small sentence segment, 'mcmna-m m-m was matched against the
lexicon and the various stages in matching are shown. As seen from the figure, initially
two words me: and me:rc were hypothesised as matching the initial portior? of the
input with zero cost and m l , me-la.and mai with a cost of one. From these, the lowest
cost alternative me:ra- was selected for further matching, producing the word strings

m r a - M=, me.-ra- mzm with zero cost and me:ra.- na,rne:ru- nam, me:ra-.narnr and
me.m mu- with a cost of one. These word strings were then stored back in the memory
and match process was repeated. The figure shows all partial word sequences produced
by the match whose costs were less than or equal to 1. It can be seen that many of the
partial word sequences (for example, the word string me=

nu-)were eliminated due

to the threshold on the maximum cost (one substitution). Complete word strings
I

matching with cost less than or equal to the maximum cost are shown highlighted in the
figure along with their cost.

3 3 Lexical analysis without word boundaries
The first study on the lexical analyser is to estimate its performance when the
input phoneme string contained no word boundaries. Two parameters were used to

me:
me:ra:
metra: na:
me:ra: na:m
me:ra: na:m ra:m 0.0
me: ra:m
me: ra:m a:
me: ra:m a:m
me: ra:m a:mr
me: ra:m a:mr a:
me: ra:m a:mr a:m
1.0
1.0
me: ra:m a:m ra:m
me: ra:Na:
me: ran
me: ran a:
me: ran a:m
me: ran a:mr
me: ran a:mr a:
me: ran a:mr a:m
1.0
me: ran a:m ra:m 1.0
me: rEn
me: rEn a:
me: rEn a:m
me: rEn a:mr
me: rEn a:mr a:
me: rEn a:mr a:m
1.0
me: rEn a:m ra:m 1.0
me: la:
me: 1a:n
me: 1a:na:
me: 1a:n a:
me: 1a:n a:m
me: 1a:n a:mr

me: 1a:n a:mr a:
me: 1a:n a:mr a:m
1.0
1.0
me: 1a:n a:m ra:m
me: la: na:
me: la: na:m
me: la: na:m ra:m
L.0
me:ra: na:m la:
me:ra: na:m 1a:m 1.0
me:ra: na
me:ra: nam
me: ra: namr
me:ra: namr a:
me:ra: namr a:m
1.0
me:ra: nam ra:m 1.0
me:ra: ma:
me:l
me:la:
me:la: na:
me:la: na:m
me:la: na:m ra:m 1.0
me:l a:
me:l a:n
me:l a:na:
me:l a:n a:
me:l a:n a:m
me:l a:n a:mr
me:l a:n a:mr a:
me:l a:n a:mr a:m
1.0
me:l a:n a:m ra:m
1.0
me:l a: na:
me:l a: na:m
me:l a: na:m ra:m
1.0
mai

A sample output of the lexical analyser. The
Fig. 3.2
figure shows all the word strings which match some initial
portion of the input phoneme string Ime:ra: na:m ra:ml.
Complete word strings with match cost less than or equal
to 1 are shown highlighted in the figure.

express the performance, (i) the number of alternate word sequences produced for a
given input phonemi sequence, and (ii) the time spent for matching. The study was
done in two parts. T h e first part is for the case when the input phoneme sequence
contained no errors. Hence only exact matching was used in the dictionary match. The
second part of the study is on the performance of the lexical match when the input was
assumed t o contain errors likely i n speech signal-to-symbol conversion. H e n c e
approximate string matching was used in the lexical match.
3.3.1 Results of lexical analysis with exact matching

T h e lexical analyser program was r u n with a n input text containing 100
sentences. The sentences were of varying lengths and o n average contained 12 to 13
words. The results of the lexical match were ordered as per the number of alternative
word strings and are shown in Table-3.1.
From the results it can be observed that a large number of sentences (64 out of
100) had less than 10 alternate word sequences. Only a small fraction (3 oiit of 100)
had 1000 or more alternate word strings. The average number of alternate word strings
for a sentence was about 120. Three sentences had only a single word string matching
them. The highest number of alternate word strings matching any sentence were 2448.
These results were also used to study the effect of the length of the sentence
(both in terms of number of words and number of phonemes) on the number of word
sequences matching the sentence. Table -3.2(a) and Table-3.2(b) show the results of
this study. It can be observed that in general longer sentences have more alternate
word strings matching them. But length alone does not determine the number of
alternatives since sentences of s a m e length still h a d widely different number of
matching word sequences. For example, in our data three 'sentences contained 24
words but the number of word sequences for them were 24,288 and 2488.

No. of
alternatives
No. of
sentences

0-10

10-100

64

21

100-lo3

12

>lo3

3

Table-3.1 Distribution of input sentences in terms of the
number of alternate word strings matched. The results are
obtained by performing exact matching of lexicon with
input sentences. All the word boundaries are removed from
the input sentences.

Length
i n words

No. o f
Sentences

Average no. o f
Alternatives

Length
i n phonemes

No. o f
Sentences

Average no.: o f
Alternatives

Table 3 . 2 V a r i a t i o n i n t h e Number o f matching word s e q u e n c e s w i t h s e n t e n c e l e n g t h . I n 3 . 2 ( a )
s e n t e n c e l e n g t h i s g i v e n i n words and i n 3 . 2 ( b ) it i s i n phonemes.

3.3.2 Results of lexical analysk with approximate matching
The results of lexical analysis when exact matching was used, show that on the
average 120 word sequences match a given sentence. However this number will
increase if one allows errvrs in the inpiit sentence as in a phoneme sequence produced
by a speech signal-to-symbol conversion stage. The errors can be: (i) substitution
errors, where an input phoneme was rnisrecognised as another phoneme, (ii) insertion
errors, where a new phoneme was inserted in input sequence, and (iii) deletion errors,
where a phoneme was missed out during recognition. In this study, only substitution
errors are considered as these are more frequent and can be characterised easily. Such
errors are handled in the lexical analysis by using approximate matching instead of
exact matching with the lexicon. In the approximate matching, all word strings that
match the input phoneme string within a specified mismatch cost are generated. If the
mismatch cost is larger than the total errors in the input sentence, then the uttered
sentence will also be generated by the lexical analyser. However, many other word
strings may also be produced in this process.
The lexical analyser program was run again with an input text containing 10
sentences. The sentences were of varying lengths and contained between 25 to 45
phonemes. All word boundaries were removed from them. The lexical matching
algorithm described earlier was used to match these sentences against the lexicon. The
maximum mismatch between the input and the hypothesised word string was varied
from 0 to 5. The results, in terms of the number of alternate word strings, are shown in
Table-3.3.
Since a sentence on the average contained 35 phonemes, a variation in
mismatch from 0 to 5 represented a variation in the input error from 0 to 12%.
However in a speech recognition system, errors in the speech signal-to-symbol
conversion may sometimes be as large as 50%. But the error variation in our studies
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Table-3.3 The no. of alternate word strings matching a
sentence without word boundaries when approximate matching
is used. Results are shown for 10 sentences at varying
matching costs.

had to be restricted to the above range as the lexical analyser took several hours of
computation, even for this small error.
The results show that the number of alternate word strings for an input sentence
increase rapidly with increase in the mismatch. The number of alternate word strings
was plotted against the mismatch cost for one sentence in Fig.3.3. It can be seen that
the growth is nearly exponential: for example, an increase of one in the mismatch cost,
the number of alternate word strings increased by a factor of 6.
The performance of the lexical analyser was also studied in terms of the time
spent on the lexical analysis. These results are shown in Table-3.4. It can be seen that
the time spent on lexical analysis also increases rapidly with increase in mismatch. A
plot of the time against the mismatch cost for one sentence is shown in Fig.3.4. It can
be seen that the time spent on lexical analysis also increases exponentially with
increasing mismatch.
The above results show clearly that both the number of alternate word strings
matching a sentence and the time spent on matching increase rapidly with increasing
mismatch cost used for matching.
3.4 Lexical analysis with word boundaries

T o estimate the improvement in the performance of the lexical analyser when
the word boundaries are known in the input, the lexical matching algorithm was again
applied on the sentences with all the word boundaries present. Since word boundaries
are known, the lexical match was performed for each word separately to obtain
alternate word strings for each word. The alternatives for the sentence were obtained
by combining these word strings. The results of the lexical match in terms of the
number of alternate word strings for the sentences are shown.in Table -3.5.
The results show that the number of alternate word strings for a sentence still
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Fig. 3.3 Results of lexical analysis on a sentence without
word boundaries. The figure shows the number of alternate
word sequences matching the sentence at various mismatch
costs.
It can be seen that t h e number g r o w s
exponentially(appears linear in log scale) with respect t o
the mismatch cost.
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Table-3.4 The time spent(in seconds) on lexical analysis
for a sentence without word boundaries. Results are shown
for 10 sentences at varying matching costs.
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Fig. 3.4 Results of lexical analysis on a sentence without
word boundaries. The figure shows the time taken (in sec.)
for performing t h e lexical analysis at various mismatch
costs. It can be seen that the lexical analysis time grows
exponentially(appears linear in log scale) with respect to
the mismatch cost.
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Table-3.5 The no. of alternate word strings matching a
sentence with word boundaries when approximate matching is
used. Results are shown for 10 sentences at varying
matching costs.

increase with increasing mismatch. A plot of the number of alternate word strings
against the mismatch for a sentence is shown in Fig.3.5. It can be seen that the growth
rate in the number of alternate word strings is still exponential.
The performance of the lexical analyser was also measured in terms of the time

spent on the lexical analysis. These results are shown in Table-3.6. It can be seen that
the time spent on lexical analysis is small when the input sentence contained word
boundaries. A plot of the time against the mismatch is shown in Fig.3.6. It can be seen
that the increase in the time spent is also small.
3.5 Comparison of the lexical analysis results
T o estimate the effect of word boundaries on the performance of the lexical
analyser, the results of the above two studies were compared. From the results of the
previous sections, it can be seen that the number of word sequences matching an input
sentence decreased when word boundaries were present in the input. This is illustrated
in Fig.3.7, where the ratio between the number of alternate word strings for the two
cases: (i) when the input sentences had no word boundaries, and (ii) when the input
sentences had all the word boundaries, is plotted against the mismatch cost. It can be
seen that the ratio, which represents the factor of reduction in the number of alternate
word boundary sequences, increases with increasing mismatch. However, it can also be
seen that the reduction is quite small (about 2.3 at a mismatch of 5). Moreover, the
growth in the ratio is also small, indicating that for small errors, one cannot expect
significant reduction in the number of alternate word strings produced by the lexical
analyser due to word boundaries.
On the other hand, a comparison of the times spent on lexical analysis shows a
significant improvement when the word boundaries were present in the input. T o
illustrate this, the ratio of the lexical analysis times for a sentence for the cases: (i)
when the input sentences had no word boundaries, and (ii) when the input sentences
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Fig.3.5 Results of lexical analysis on a sentence with word
boundaries. The figure shows the number of alternate word
sequences matching the sentence at various mismatch costs.
It can be seen that the number grows exponentially(appears
linear in log scale) with respect to the mismatch cost.
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Table 3.6 The time spent(in seconds) on lexical analysis
for a-sentence with word boundaries. Results are shown for
10 sentences at varying matching costs.
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Fig.3.6 Results of lexical analysis on a sentence with word
boundaries. The figure shows the time taken (in sec.) for
performing the lexical analysis at various mismatch costs.
It can be seen that the lexical analysis time grows
exponentially (appears linear in log scale) with respect to
the mismatch cost, though it grows much more slowly compared
to that of the sentence when word boundaries are removed.
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Fig.3.7 A c o m p a r i s o n of t h e number of alternate word
sequences produced for a sentence for the two cases, (i)
sentence without word boundaries and (ii) sentence with word
boundaries. I n t h e figure t h e r a t i o of t h e n u m b e r of
a l t e r n a t e word sequences for a s e n t e n c e w i t h o u t word
boundaries to the number of alternate word sequences for the
sentence with all word boundaries is plotted against the
maximum mismatch cost between t h e sentence and an
alternative. It can be seen that the ratio grows linearly
with r e s p e c t t o t h e mismatch c o s t indicating t h a t t h e
presence of word boundaries in a sentence reduces the number
of alternate word sequences, though the reduction may not be
significant at small mismatches.

had all word boundaries, is plotted against the mismatch cost in Fig.3.8. It can be seen
that the lexical analysis time is significantly reduced by the presence of the word
boundaries in the input. Moreover, the reduction in the time is nearly exponential
(appears linear in the log scale) indicating that the presence of word boundaries in the
input greatly reduces the time spent on lexical analysis.
3.6 Lexical analysis with partial knowledge of word boundaries

The results reported in the previous sections established the necessity for word
boundary hypothesisation for speech-to-text conversion. However, in these studies
(section 3.4), it was assumed that all word boundaries in the input sentences were
known. However, this is not a realistic assumption since any word boundary
hypothesisation technique will miss a few word boundaries and also produce a few
incorrect word boundary hypotheses. Hence one needs to study the performance of a
lexical analyser when the input sentences contained varying number of word
boundaries and also contained a few incorrect word boundaries.
Two studies were conducted to estimate the performance of the lexical analyser.
In the first study, it was assumed that only a fraction of the total number of word
boundaries in the input were present. However it was also assumed that all the word
boundary hypotheses were correct. In the second study, even this constraint was
removed and the performance of the lexical analyser was studied for varying
percentages of correct and incorrect word boundary hypotheses.
The results of the first study are shown in Table -3.7. The results show the
performance of the lexical analyser, in terms of the time spent on lexical analysis at
various percentages of word boundaries in the input. It can be seen that increasing the
number of word boundaries in input decreases the lexical analysis time. It can also be
seen that even if a small fraction of the word boundaries are known, the lexical analysis
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Fig.3.8 A comparison of the lexical analysis times for a
sentence for the two cases, (i) sentence without word
boundaries and (ii) sentence with word boundaries. In the
figure the ratio of the lexical analysis time for a sentence
without word boundaries to the lexical analysis time for the
sentence with all word boundaries is plotted against the
mismatch cost between the sentence and an alternative. It
can be seen that the ratio grows exponentially (appears
linear in log scale) with respect to the mismatch cost
indicating that the presence of word boundaries in a
sentence significantly reduces the time taken for lexical
analysis, and the reduction increases rapidly with
increasing mismatch.
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Table 3.7 The time spent(in seconds) on lexical analysis
for a-sentence with (a) 50%, and (b) 25% word boundaries.
Results are shown for 10 sentences at varying matching
costs.

time reduces considerably from that of knowing no word boundaries. This is also
illustrated in Fig.3.9, where the lexical analysis times for the two cases:

6 )when the

input sentence had no word boundaries and (ii) when the input sentence had some
word boundaries, was plotted for a sentence agGnst the mismatch cost. The plot shows
the times for the three cases of all word boundaries known (loo%), 50% of word
boundaries known and 25% word boundaries known.
To study the effects of incorrect word boundary hypotheses on lexical analysis,
the lexical analyser algorithm was modified. The modification was based on the
following argument. Assume that a sentence has N word boundaries hypothesised in it
of which M are incorrect. Since the lexical analyser has no knowledge of the incorrect
hypotheses, it will have to try out all possible combinations of (N-M) word boundary
hypotheses to ensure that the sentence with the correct word boundaries is also
analysed. For example, consider a sentence wl#w2#w3#w4, which had four words wl,
w2, w3, w4 separated by word boundaries (indicated by #). Now assume that a word
boundary hypothesiser has produced a string wl#w21@w22w3#w4 with three word
boundary hypotheses, where # indicates a correct word boundary and @ indicates an
incorrect word boundary (note the division of w2 into w12 and w22). A lexical analyser
can now produce the correct sentence wl#w2#w3#w4, only if its input is given as
wl#w2w3#w4, or the incorrect word boundary was removed in the input. However,
there is no way of identifying which of the three word boundary hypotheses is incorrect.
Hence the only way to ensure that the lexical analyser receives the input wl#w2w3#w4

is to try out all possible input strings in which one word boundary is removed (in this
example they correspond to the strings wl#w2w3#w4, wlw12@w22w3#w4, and
wl#w12@w22w3w4). I n general, if N word boundary hypotheses are produced of
which M are incorrect, lexical analysis is to be performed on N CN-M possible word
strings, each containing (N-M) word boundary hypotheses.
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Fig.3.9 A comparison of the lexical analysis times for a
sentence for varying percentages of word boundaries. In the
figure, the lexical analysis times (in sec.) for a sentence
are plotted against the mismatch cost, for four cases, (i)
the sentence does not contain any word boundaries(indicated
by . , (ii) the sentence contains 2 5 % of total word
boundaries(indicated by X), (iii) the sentence contains 50%
of the total word boundaries(indicated by * ) , and (iv) the
sentence contains all word boundaries(indicated by + ) . It
can be seen that the lexical analysis times decrease with
increasing percentage of word boundaries in the sentence,
and, more importantly, the growth rate in the lexical
analysis time also decreases with increasing word
boundaries.

The above modified lexical analyser algorithm was applied on the 10 input
sentences used in the earlier studies. In the studies, two cases of 25% and 50% errors
in the word boundary hypotheses were uscd. These incorrect wcird boundary
hypotheses were randomly placed in the input sentences. The results of the studies are
presented in Table-3.8. The results are shown in terms of the lexical analysis time for
four cases: (i) the word boundary hypotheses contain 25% incorrect hypotheses, and
the correct hypotheses correspond to all word boundaries in the input, (ii) the word
boundary hypotheses contain 50% incorrect hypotheses, and the correct hypotheses
correspond to all word boundaries in the input, (iii) the word boundary hypotheses
contain 25% incorrect hypotheses, and the correct hypotheses correspond to 50% of
the word boundaries in the input, and (iv) the word boundary hypotheses contain 50%
incorrect hypotheses, and the correct hypotheses correspond to 50% of the word
boundaries in the input. It can be seen that even when 50% of the word boundary
hypotheses are incorrect, the time spent on lexical analysis for a sentence with word
boundaries is smaller than that of a sentence with no word boundaries hypothesised.
This is illustrated in Fig.3.10, where the lexical analysis times for the above four cases
were plotted against the mismatch cost. The plot also contains the lexical analysis time
when no word boundaries are present. It can be seen that the time for lexical analysis
when the input sentences contain word boundaries is significantly less than that for the
case when the input has no word boundaries. Moreover the lexical analysis time grows
more rapidly when the input has no word boundaries. Thus these results clearly show
that the presence of word boundaries in the input, even if there are as many as 50%
incorrect hypotheses, can significantly reduce the lexical analysis time.
3.7 Summary and Conclusions
I n this chapter, we have described our studies o n the effect of the word
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Table 3.8
The lexical analysis times (in seconds) for 10
sentences with (a) 25%, and (b) 50% incorrect word boundary
hypotheses. T h e correct hypotheses contain all word
boundaries. The table is continued in the next page.
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Table-3.8 The lexical analysis times (in seconds) for 10
sentences with (c) 2 5 % , and (d) 50% incorrect word boundary
hypotheses. The correct hypotheses contain 50% of total
word boundaries.
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Fig.3.10 A comparison of the lexical analysis times for a
sentence for varying percentages of word boundaries and
varying percentage of incorrectly placed word boundaries. In
the figure, the lexical analysis times (in sec.) for a
sentence are plotted against the mismatch cost, for four
cases, (i) the sentence contains 100% word boundaries and
25% incorrectly placed word boundaries(indicated by + ) , (ii)
the sentence contains 100% word boundaries and 50%
incorrectly placed word boundaries ( indicated by * ) , ( iii)
the sentence contains 50% word boundaries and 25%
incorrectly placed word boundaries(indicated by O ) , and,
(iv) the sentence contains 50% word boundaries and 50%
incorrectly placed word boundaries(indicated by X) The
lexical analysis time for the sentence without any word
boundaries is also shown in the figure(in bold). It can be
seen that the presence of incorrectly placed word boundaries
increases the lexical analysis time. It can also be seen
that even when 50% of the word boundaries are incorrectly
placed, the lexical analysis time is less than the lexical
analysis time for a sentence without any word boundaries.
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boundary information on the performance of a lexical analyser. In these studies the
performance is estimated in terms of: (i) the number of alternate word sequences
produced, and (ii) the time spent on lexical analysis. The results clearly establish the
following:
1. Knowledge of the word boundaries can reduce the number of matching word

sequences for an utterance.

2. Time spent on the lexical analysis depends critically on the word boundary
information.
3. Incorrect placement of word boundaries can increase the lexical analysis time, but
even when the 50% of the word boundaries placed are incorrect, there is a significant
saving in the lexical analysis time compared to the case when the input has no word
boundaries.
The results do not show as much an improvement in the number of word
sequences as in the time spent on lexical analysis. But in an earlier study for English
[Briscoe 19891, reported in section 2.2 of this thesis, it was found that the improvement
in the number of alternatives is also large, which seems to be at variance with our
results. The reason could be the low error rate used in our studies. In Briscoe's study,
the lexical matching was done at broadclass level, which corresponds to a very large
error rate in the input. Thus, it is possible that if our studies were done for large error
rates, say 50% errors, they also may yield results comparable to the ones in Briscoe's
study. However, a t low e r r o r rates, t h e main advantage of word boundary
hypothesisation seems to be in improving the speed of the lexical analyser.
These results show that the main role of the word boundary hypothesisation in
speech recognition is in reducing the time for lexical analysis. As mentioned earlier in
section 1.1, the time spent on lexical analysis forms a major part of the total time spent
on speech recognition. Thus word boundary hypothesisation can greatly speed up the

speech recognition process. On the other hand, the number of alternate word strings
output by the lexical analyse; form the input to the higher level analysers such as syntax
and semantic analysers. Since word boundary hypothesisation reduces the number of
alternate word strings by a much smaller factor compared to the reduction in the
lexical analysis time, at least at low input errors, the computational load of the higher
level analysers may not be significantly reduced by the word boundary hypothesisation.

Chapter4

WORD BOUNDARY CLUES BASGD ON THE LANGUAGE KNOWLEDGE
4.1 Introduction

Most of the earlier tcci~niqucsfi;r detecting word boundaries in conti~iuous
speech were based on clues using the acoustic-phonetic, lexical and prosodic
knowledge sources. Language knowledge, such as the syntactic and semantic
knowledge was not explored for word boundary hypothesisation, though, as mentioned
in chapter 2, it was used in an indirect way along with the other knowledge sources.
The work reported in this chapter concentrates on identifying language clues useful for
word boundary hypothesisation, and applying them in the context of speech recognition
for Hindi. By language clues we refer to the various higher level linguistic features such

as the syntactic and the semantic features of the language.
T h e chapter is organised as follows: I n the next section (section 4.2), the
language clues proposed for hypothesising word boundaries are described. In section
4.3, some issues relating to the application of these clues in a speech-to-text conversion
system are discussed. The issues considered related to the type of the input on which
the clues are to be applied and the measures used to estimate the performance of the
clues. The results of word boundary hypothesisation using the language clues are
presented in section 4.4. T o reduce the incorrect hypotheses generated by the language
clues, a few lexical constraints were used to verify the word boundary hypotheses. The
results of word boundary hypothesisation using language clues and the lexical
constraints are described in section 4.5. Finally, in section 4.6, a summary of these
studies is given and their implications in the context of speech recognition are
discussed.
4 3 Language clues for word boundary hypothesisation

In this section some clues for identifying word boundaries are described. The

proposed clues are based on the observation that in any language some words occur
more frequently than others. Usually these words correspond to the function words of
the language. If one can spot these frequently occurring words in a text (or, in the
symbol string generated by the speech signal-to-symbol converter), then one can detect
many word boundaries. Thus it is proposed to spot the symbol strings corresponding to
the frequently occurring words and hypothesise them to b e the words themselves.
However, the symbol strings spotted may not always correspond to the words but may
be part of some other word or words. If the symbol strings occur more frequently as
words than as substrings of other words, then one can hypothesise word boundaries
around the spotted strings with a large confidence. Thus the proposed language clues
are nothing but the symbol strings corresponding to the frequently occurring words.
Hence word boundary hypothesisation using the language clues is equivalent to the
spotting of frequently occurring symbol strings in the input text . In practice, one may
also use other frequently occurring symbol strings which may not necessarily be
complete words (for example, verb endings). T h e algorithm for word boundary
hypothesisation using language clues {Ramana R a o 1989; R a m a n a R a o and
Yegnanarayana 19911 is given below.

Algorithm 4.1
1. Read the input text until a symbol string corresponding to one of the language clues

is found, and,
2. Hypothesise word boundaries appropriately for that clue.

3. Repeat 1 and 2, till the end of input.

Two criteria were primarily considered in selecting the language clues: (1) they

should occur frequently, and (2) they should be quite general, i.e., they should occur in
all types of texts. Under these criteria, case markers and certain other function word
classes like pronouns and conjunctions qualify as language clues. In addition certain
verb endings and

3

few freqliently uccnrring auxiliary verbs can also be considereci as

language clues. These clues are small in number, and they also have important
syntactic and semantic functions. The case markers function as markers of noun
phrases, indicating their role in the sentence. They occur roughly in proportion to the
noun phrases and hence are quite frequent. Similarly, verb endings and conjunctions
serve as syntactic markers and they also occur frequently and in all types of texts. Some
of the Hindi language clues are given in Fig.4.1.
One problem with the language clues, especially with the pronouns, is that many
pronouns have morphological variants similar to the pronoun itself. For example, the
pronoun un, has morphological variants unhe: and ud~o:n.If one uses only un as a
clue, then every occurrence of & in the input text, results in the hypothesisation of
a n incorrect word boundary between un and he:. T o eliminate such errors, all
morphological variants of the language clues must also be included in the clues. Hence,
in this study, all morphological variants of the pronouns were included in the language
clues. This resulted in a large number of language clues numbering 124, of which the
pronouns and their morphological variants numbered 77.
Another problem noticed with some of the language clues is that they also occur
as substrings of other language clues. For example, the case marker ne: occurs as the
suffix of many verbs in their verbal noun form (for example, kmne=, mhne= etc.). If one
hypothesises word boundaries on both sides of ne:, several e r r o r s will occur,
corresponding to the cases where w is part of a verb such as kame=. In this study, these
errors were taken care of by hypothesising only the boundary occurring after ne:.
Problems with clues which are prefixes or substrings of other clues were also accounted

Case Markers:
ka:, ki:, ke:, ko:, ne:, me:n, se:, par

Pronouns:
main, ham, tu:, tum, a:p, vah, yah, ve:, ye:

Conjunctions:
aur, k i t le:kin, parantu:

Verb endings:
ne:, na:, ta:, te:

Fig.4.1 Some of the language clues used for word
boundary hypothesisation.

for in a similar fashion.
4.3 Issues in the application of language clues

There are two important issues relatifig to the application of language clues;
One is the input on which these clues are to be applied, and the second is the
estimation of the performance of the clues. In practice, language clues are to be
applied on the symbol string output by a speech signal-to-symbol converter. In absence
of a speech signal-to-symbol converter, one needs to examine the performance of the
clues using texts which contain errors similar to those that occur in the speech
signal-to-symbol conversion. To do this, one needs to first identify the errors likely in
the signal-to-symbol conversion and then simulate them in a text. Depending on how
well the errors are identified, the performance estimates obtained will reflect the
actual performance of the clues in a speech-to-text conversion system. The simulation
of errors used in the studies is described in section 4.3.1.
The second issue relates to the estimation of the performance of the language
clues in hypothesising word boundaries. In practice, one can express the performance
in terms of the number of word boundaries correctly detected and the number of
incorrect hypotheses generated. However, one would like to express the performance
in terms of measures which reflect the utility of the clue in hypothesising word
boundaries better. In this regard, three measures were used in our studies. These are
described in section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Input for the studies on the perfomance of language clues
As mentioned above, the input used in the studies o n estimating the
performance of the language clues in word boundary hypothesisation is a Hindi text in
which speech-like errors are simulated. The text used in the studies contained 800
sentences with nearly 11,000 word boundaries. The text is represented in phonemic

form.
The above Hindi text was corrupted by introducing errors which are likely to
occur during the speech signal-to-symbol conversion. These errors can be of three
types: ( i ) substitution e r r o r s v;hich are diic to t h e signal-to-symbol convel ier
hypothesising a different phoneme in place of the uttered one (for example, an uttered
k may b e misrecognised as a t ) , (ii) deletion errors which are due to the signal-to-

symbol converter missing out some phonemes (for example, an uttered r may be missed
out due to its short duration, especially if it occurs along with a vowel), and (iii)
insertion errors which are due to the signal-to-symbol converter hypothesising more
than one phoneme for a single phoneme (for example, an a may be misrecognised as
the phoneme sequence a followed by i). Of these three types of errors, the insertion
and deletion errors are difficult to characterise and hence in these studies only a few
common ones were simulated.
The substitution errors are caused by the similarities between the phonemes
which cause a speech signal-to-symbol converter to confuse between them. The
common substitution errors were represented by a similarity matrix which listed out
the various alternatives that may be hypothesised during the signal-to-symbol
conversion for each phoneme along with the probability of such substitution. The
alternatives for each phoneme and the corresponding probability values were obtained
after studying a large number of utterances with the help of a linguist. The similarity
matrix used in the studies is shown in Fig.4.2. In the figure, the exact numerical values
for probabilities were not given, instead the similarity between the phonemes was
specified using three values 'High'(H), 'Medium'(M), and 'Low'(L). These values are
relative to a phoneme and specify only the relative occurrences of various alternatives
to that phoneme. For example, for the phoneme i, the alternatives are i= with a 'High'
similarity, e= with a 'Medium' similarity and u and K with 'Low' similarities: It means
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that if there are some substitution errors for i, most of them will be substitutions by i=, a
few by er a'nd only occasionally by u and ur. Thus the equivalent probability values for
these similarities vary depending or, the phoneme and the number of alternatives. To
simplify the implementation, the number of alternatives for a phoneme was limited to
six.
As mentioned earlier, a few of the common insertion and deletion errors were

also simulated. These errors were derived from our experience with the development
of the speech signal-to-symbol converter module of the VOIS speech recognition
system [Yegnanarayana etal. 1989; Chandra Sekhar etal. 1990; Eswar 19901. These
errors described as rules are shown in Fig.4.3.
Using the similarity matrix and the insertion and deletion rules, a program was
developed which produced an incorrect text from a correct text input for a specified
average error. This average error represented the probability of substitution for any
given phoneme. However, in practice, the probability of substitution will not be the
same for all phonemes. Some phonemes are more prone to substitution errors than
others. To take care of this, the following general rule was adopted: 'The consonants
are more prone to errors than vowels'. Hence for a specified average error value, the
average error for vowels was kept lower (nearly 20 percent less) than the average error
for the consonant sounds. Using the above simulation program, several incorrect texts
representing different average error values were generated. These were used as input
to the word boundary hypothesisation algorithm based on the language clues
(Algorithm 4.1).
4.3.2 Measures for estimating the performance of language clues
Three measures were used to express the performance of the language clues in
hypothesising word boundaries. They were, Hit rate, Correctness, and Improvement.

Phoneme deletion rules:
(1) A long stop consonant may be replaced by a short one.

Ex:

kk --> k

(2) Any consonant sequence may be misrecognised as the last consonant in the

sequence.

(3) The trill 'rt may not be recognised due it's short duration.
ml
0

(4) The semi vowels may not be recognised when they precede any vowel and the
vowel may be replaced by it's longer version.
Ex:

ya --> a:

.lml

Phoneme insertion rules:

(1) The dipthongs lait and 'aut may be misrecognised as the vowel sequences 'at
followed by 'it and 'at followed by 'u' respectively.

Fig.4.3 Rules for deletion and insertion of phonemes used for simulating
speech-like errors in a text.

These measures were defined as follows:

Hit rate

-

Number of word boundaiies found

..............................................
Total number of word ~

Correctness

=

Improvement =

. .

O U G G ~ ~ ~ C S

Number of incorrect hypotheses
...........................................
Total number of hypotheses

9%word boundaries in the hypotheses
..................................................
% word boundaries in the input

Thus Hit rate indicates how well the word boundary hypothesiser detects word
boundaries. Correctness indicates the probability that a given word boundary
hypothesis is correct. In other words, it indicates the confidence one can place on the
clues. Improvement is a comparison of the distributions of the word boundaries and
word-internals in the input and output of the word boundary hypothesiser. If one
imagines the word boundary hypothesiser as a sieve that selects word boundaries from

a mixture of word boundaries and word-internals, the Improvement indicates the
selectivity of the sieve. Thus a large factor of Improvement indicates that the technique
used for word boundary hypothesisation works well.
As seen from the above definitions for the measures, the performance of a word

boundary hypothesiser is not expressed by a single measure but by a combination of
them. Ideally one needs a large Hit rate to ensure that most word boundaries are
detected, a large Correctness to ensure that the number of incorrect hypotheses are
few and a large Improvement t o reflect the selectivity of the word boundary
hypothesiser. Note that a large Hit rate and a large Correctness need not necessarily
mean a large Improvement. For example, if a text contained 100 word boundaries and
25 word-internals, then hypothesising every position as a word boundary will result in a
100% Hit rate and 80% Correctness but in reality it is equivalent to knowing no word

boundaries. This is reflected by the Improvement which has a value of 1, or, in other
.

,

words, theie is no improvement.
4.4 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using language clues

The word boundary hypothesisation algorithm using language clues (Algorithm
4.1) was applied on the Hindi texts containing different percentages of errors in
phonemes. All word boundaries were removed from them (but sentence boundaries
were preserved) and then word boundaries were hypothesised using the language clues.
The results of word boundary hypothesisation are described in the following sections.
In section 4.4.1, the results of word boundary hypothesisation for correct input are
described and in section 4.4.2, the results of word boundary hypothesisation for
incorrect input are described.
4.4.1 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using language clues for correct input

The results of word boundary hypothesisation using language clues on a correct
Hindi text are shown in Table -4.1. The results are shown in terms of the number of
word boundaries detected and the number of correct and incorrect hypotheses. Note
that the number of word boundaries detected and the number of correct hypotheses
differ for some clues. This is because of the fact that some word boundaries were
hypothesised by two clues. The results indicate that a large number of the word
boundaries, nearly 67 percent, were hypothesised correctly. Moreover the number of
incorrect hypotheses were also low compared to the number of correct hypotheses. To
illustrate the performance better, the results were also shown using the three measures,
Hit rate, Correctness, and Improvement. It can be seen that a large percentage of the
word boundaries were detected as indicated by the Hit rate of 67% and the confidence
in the hypotheses produced was high as indicated by the high Correctness (about 80
%). It can also be seen that there is a considerable improvement in the distribution of

Case
markers

Conjunctions
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verbs
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& adverbs

All
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WBs detected

3907

1114

1581

457

1724

792

7551

Correct hyp

4159

1131

1695

457

1817

896

9990

Incorrect hyp

732

286

708

162

769

292

2689

Hit rate

39%

11%

16%

4.6%

17%

8%

76%

Correctness

85%

80%

71%

74%

70%

75%

79%

Improvement

4.0

3.7

3.25

3.5

3.25

3.4

3.45

Table 4.1 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using language clues on correct
i n p u t r ~ h eresults are shown for each of the classes of clues seperately.

word boundaries and word-internals as shown by the Improvement value of 3.45. Note
that the maximum Improvement possible for the text is 4.7 which corresponds to 100%
Correctness in the word boundary hypotheses.
The results also show the relative pi;:formaiice of various groups of clues. It can
b e s e e n t h a t t h e case markers performed best, with a Hit r a t e of 39% a n d a
Correctness of 85%. Pronouns, which are the largest in number, detected only 17% of
the word boundaries and their Correctness is also lower at 74920.
4.4.2 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using language clues for incorrect input

Once the utility of the language clues in word boundary hypothesisation is
established for correct text input, the next step is to study their utility for input texts
containing errors. The word boundary hypothesisation algorithm was applied on texts
in which speech-like errors were simulated as described in section 4.3.1. The results are
shown in Table-4.2.
F r o m t h e results, it can b e s e e n t h a t for all clues, t h e n u m b e r of word
boundaries detected decrease with increasing error. This is illustrated in Fig.4.4, where
the number of word boundaries detected and the number of correct and incorrect word
boundary hypotheses using the language clues a r e plotted against input error
percentages. This fall in the number of word boundaries detected is expected since
some of the phoneme strings in the input text corresponding to the clues might have
been corrupted and hence were not spotted. This reduction in the number of word
boundaries detected can b e explained as follows. If the average probability of
substitution (in other words, the average error percentage), for a phoneme is p, and the
length of a clue (in terms of number of phoneme) is L, then the probability that a string
corresponding to a clue is uncorrupted in the input is given by (1-p)L. Assuming that a
clue occurs N times in the text without errors, the number of times it will occur in an
incorrect text with a n average error probability of p is N x ( I - ~ )H~e.n c e t h e total
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Table-4.2 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using language clues on
erroneous input. The above results are for (a) all the clues together, (b)
case markers, (c) conjunctions, and (d) pronouns. The results are shown for
various input error percentages (0,10,20, 30 , 40 and 50%) The input text
contained 10,737 word boundaries and 39,713 word internal positions.
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Table 4.2 Results of word boundary hypothesisation usinq language clues on
erroneous input. The above results are for (e) verb endings, (f) auxilliary
verbs and (g) adverbs and adjectives. The results are shown for various
input error percentages(0,10,20,30,40 and 50%). The input text contained
10,737 word boundaries and 39,713 word internal positions.

-

% Error

Fig.4.4 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using
language clues. The clues were applied on a Hindi text
containing 10,737 word boundaries and 39,713 word internal
positions. In the figure, the number of correct word
boundary hypotheses(indicated by . ) , the number of detected
word boundaries(indicated by * ) , and the number of incorrect
word boundary hypotheses(indicated by + ) are shown at
various input error percentages. Note that the number of
correct WB hypotheses and the number of detected WBs differ,
because some word boundaries were hypothesised by more than
one clue.

number of correct word boundary hypotheses produced by all clues is given by

Ni.(lI

p)Li.This expicted number of word boundaries is compared with the observed number

of correct word boundary hypotheses in Fig.4.5. The expected and observed number of
word boundaries show a good agreement at low error percentages, upto 10%. But for
higher errors, the number of predicted word boundaries falls off much faster than the
experimental result. This may be due to the fact that many of the language clues are
similar and hence one clue might be transformed to another clue due to the errors. In
such a case, word boundaries will still be hypothesised around the corrupted clue. For
example, the case marker ka-, which was one of the clues used, might become ki due
to errors. Since ki is also a clue, word boundaries will still be hypothesised around it.
The number of incorrect word boundary hypotheses is also plotted against the
input error in Fig.4.4. It shows a slow increase indicating that even at high error values,
the number of incorrect hypotheses due to the language clues are limited. This can be
explained as follows. An incorrect word boundary hypothesis is generpted when some
phoneme string in the input text is misrecognised as the phoneme string of a clue.
There are two ways in which this can happen: (i) when a phoneme string in the text
which is not a clue but is part of another word (or words), is recognised as the string
corresponding to a clue, and (ii) when a word-internal phoneme string which was not a
clue, is transformed into a string corresponding to a clue due to the errors in the input.
An example of case (i) is the hypothesisation of word boundaries around the phoneme

string ka- in the word kda-kar.An example of case (ii) is the hypothesisation of word
boundaries around kQ= i n p a k z d which was transformed from the wordpakad due to
errors. Case (i) represents the incorrect word boundary hypotheses generated on
correct input and does not vary much with errors in the input, whereas case (ii)
represents the incorrect hypotheses generated due to errors in the input and it accounts

% Error

Fig.4.5 A comparison of the predicted and observed correct
word boundary hypotheses. The observed correct word boundary
h y p o t h e s e s a r e s h o w n by t h e t h i c k l i n e , w h e r e a s t h e
predicted hypotheses are shown by the thin line.

for the increase in the number of incorrect hypotheses as input errors are increased.
However, the number of phonpme strings similar to the clues and their frequencies of
occurrence are low. Hence the increase in incorrect hypotheses, due to case (ii) above,
is small and thus the number OE incorrect hypotheses shows only a marginal increase
with increase in input errors.
Results of the word boundary hypothesisation are shown in terms of the Hit
rate, Correctness and Improvement in Fig.4.6. The figure shows that even at large
errors, the Correctness of the word boundary hypotheses produced by the language
clues, remains high indicating that one can use the language clues for word boundary
hypothesisation in a speech-to-text conversion system.
4.4.3 Distribution of subsentences in the hypotheses produced by the language clues

Another important factor that needs to be studied is the distribution of the
subsentences (strings of words with no intervening word boundaries) in the output
produced by the word boundary hypothesisation algorithm. If even after word
boundary hypothesisation, there are large subsentences, then the savings in the lexical
analysis stage may b e only marginal. F o r example, all t h e word boundaries
hypothesised may occur in only one half of the sentence, leaving the other half of the
sentence to be analysed by the lexical analyser. For example, in the word boundary
hypothesisation algorithm using language clues, two word b o u n d a r i e s were
hypothesised around most of the clues, but the sentence was only halved as both the
boundaries were close. Hence even if many word boundaries were located using the
language clues, there may still be many large subsentences left in the output text. Thus
a high value for Hit rate might not necessarily mean correspondingly large savings in
lexical search. Hence the distribution of the subsentences with respect to their size is
important in improving lexical analysis.
The distributions of the subsentences at five error levels (0, 10,25, 40 and 50%)
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Fig.4.6 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using
language clues. In the figure, the results are shown in
terms of the Hit rate, Correctness and the Improvement. It
can be seen that as the input error percentage increases,
the performance of the clues deteriorates indicated by the
falls in the Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement. However,
it can also be seen that even when the input has 50% errors
in phonemes, t h e Correctness is still more than 50%,
indicating that the clues can be used on sentences with a
large number of errors.

along with the original sentence distribution a r e shown in Fig.4.7. They indicate a
gradual shift in the distribution towards larger Subsentences as the errors are increased.
The plot of the average length of subsentences (in terms of number of words) against
input error is shown in Fig.4.8. It also indicates the increase in the length of the
subsentences with increasing errors. However if the errors are small, the distribution is
still biased towards short subsentences and hence significant savings in the lexical
analysis may be obtained at low error levels.
4.5 Use of lexical constraints to improve the performance of language clues

The above studies have showed the utility of language clues in detecting word
boundaries. It was also seen that the performance of the language clues deteriorates as
the errors in the input text increase. To improve the performance of the clues, one can
use additional knowledge, such as lexical constraints, to verify the word boundary
hypotheses produced by the language clues. An example of a lexical constraint is the
rule that very few Hindi words end in short vowels. It was found that more than 90% of
t h e words in a large lexicon (containing 30,000 words) have this property. This
percentage is even higher for the words in a text, since most of the frequently occurring
words, like case markers and conjunctions end in long vowels. Additional constraints
relating to the valid word initial and final consonant sequences can also be used along
with the language clues. The lexical constraints used in our study are obtained from
[Bhatia 19701 and are shown in Fig.4.9.
The lexical constraints were used to eliminate some of the incorrect hypotheses
produced by the language clues. A few of the correct word boundary hypotheses were
also lost in this process. The results of word boundary hypothesisation when lexical
constraints were used along with the language clues a r e given in Table -4.3. These
results in terms of the Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement are also plotted in
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Fig.4.7 The distributions of the lengths(in words) of the
subsentences produced by word boundary hypothesisation using
language clues. The distributions are shown for various
input error percentages of 0%, lo%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50%,
in the figures (a), (b) , (c) , (d), (e) and (f) respectively.
It can be seen that a s t h e percentage of input errors
increases, the subsentences become longer.
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Fig.4.8 A plot o f t h e average length(in w o r d s ) o f t h e
subsentences produced by word boundary hypothesisation using
language clues. It can be seen that as the percentage of
input errors increases, the avearage subsentence length also
increases, indicating a reduction in the performance of the
c? ues

.

LC1: A Hindi word can end either in a long vowel or in a consonant. A few
exceptions like Inat, !kit exist.
LC2: Only certain consonant sequences* can occur at word beginnings.

LC3: Only certain consonant sequences* can occur at word endings.
LC4:

*
a,
P

Only certain vowel sequences* can occur at word beginnings.

for details refer [Bhatia, 19701.

Fig.4.9 Lexical constraints used to verify word boundary hypotheses produced by
language clues.
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Table 4.3 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using language clues on
erroneous input. The above results are for all the clues together. Lexical
constraints were used for verifying the word boundary hypotheses. eresults
are shown for various input error percentages(0,10,20,30,40 and 50%). The
input text contained 10,737 word boundaries and 39,713 word internal
positions.

-

Fig.4.10 along with the results for the case when only language clues were used for
word boundary hypothesisation. It can be seen that the use of lexical constraints along
with language clues results in relatively higher Correctness and a lower Hit rate as
compared to the results when the lexical constraints were not .;sed. Thus the lexical
constraints may be used in cases when one is willing to accept a lower Hit rate in
return for a higher confidence in the hypotheses.
4.6 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, phoneme strings of the frequently occurring words, such as case
markers, conjunctions and pronouns were proposed as clues for hypothesising word
boundaries. The proposed clues were tested using texts in which all word boundaries
were removed. Results showed that they perform well for correct input, detecting
nearly 67% of the word boundaries with Correctness more than 80%. The clues were
also tested using texts containing speech-like errors and it was shown that they work
well even at high input error rates. The performance of the clues was also studied in
terms of the word boundary distribution in the output text.
However not all language clues performed equally well at word boundary
hypothesisation. It was observed that pronouns and their morphological variants
dominated in terms of numbers (more than 50% of the clues correspond to various
pronouns and their morphological variants) but they were not equally effective in
producing word boundary hypotheses. Moreover, their Correctness was also lower
compared to other groups, like case markers and conjunctions, indicating that the
pronouns produced more incorrect hypotheses. Hence, one can remove the pronouns
from the language clues and thereby increase the Correctness of the word boundary
hypotheses and also reduce the number of clues to be spotted. However, this will result
in a drop in the number of word boundaries detected. Hence, depending o n the
application, one can trade off the system performance (in terms of the number of word
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Fig.4.10 A comparison of the performances of the language
clues for the cases, (i) when lexical constraints are used
for verifying the word boundary hypotheses (indicated by
thick line in the figure), and (ii) when no lexical
constraints are used (indicated by thin line in the figure).
The results are compared in terms of the Hit rate,
Correctness and the Improvement. It can be seen that the use
of lexical constraints increases the Correctness but reduces
the Hit rate.

boundaries spotted) against system simplicity and the confidence in the hypotheses
produced. For a very simple system, one can also eliminate the lexical clues used for
verification and perform faster hypothesisation.
The idea of spotting of the frequently occurring words, like function words, can
also be extended to other languages. However, for English, recognition of the function
words in speech is more error prone compared to the recognition of other words. This
is due to the fact that the function words are more distorted in English speech when
compared to the content words. Hence the proposed approach may not work well for
word boundary hypothesisation in English speech. But for Indian languages there are
no significant differences between recognising function words and other words. Hence
the proposed approach is well suited for tasks involving speech-to-text conversion in
Indian languages.
The idea of spotting frequently occurring function words can also be extended
to hypothesise some of the phrase and clause boundaries. This is because, some of the
function words occur at the end of a phrase or a clause. Hence, if such a function word
is spotted in input, then one can hypothesise a phraselclause boundary after it. We are
trying to exploit this idea in the syntax analyser module of the VOIS speech recognition
systern[Prakash, Rarnana Rao and Yegnanarayana 19891.
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WORD BOUNDARY CLUES BASED ON THE LEXICAL KNOWLEDGE

5.1 Introduction

In every language there exis: some restrictions on the sequences ~f phcnemes
that can occur within words. These are commonly referred as 'Phonotactic constraints'
or as 'Phoneme sequence constraints'. These constraints can often be used to
hypothesise word boundaries in a sentence from which all word boundaries are
removed. For example, the phoneme sequence mgl does not occur word-internally in
English. Hence if a phoneme string representing an utterance contains such a sequence
(for example smnglas representing the word sequence, some glass), one can hypothesise
a word boundary within the sequence as mg#l or as m#gl (# indicating the boundary).
Further, one can locate the word boundary exactly, since the sequence mg also does
not occur in a word and hence the boundary must lie between m and g as m#gl. Similar
constraints on the word-internal phoneme sequences can also be identified for Hindi,
and used for word boundary hypothesisation. For example, in Hindi, one can
hypothesise a word boundary within the phoneme sequence ktk as it does not occur
within a word. Thus word boundary hypothesisation using the phoneme sequence
constraints involves spotting of phoneme sequences in the input text which are not
word-internal sequences, and hypothesise word boundaries within them. Since these
sequences act as clues to word boundaries and are obtained using a lexicon, they are
referred as 'lexical clues' in our studies.
There are several issues to be considered before extracting the lexical clues
from a dictionary. The first one is with the definition of word itself. The question to be
answered is which sequences of phonemes are to be considered words. For example, in
the case of a verb, several inflected forms corresponding to the various tenses exist
though they may not be listed in the lexicon. Similarly some words may be derived

from other words, such as 'nationality', and 'nationalise' which are derived from the
word 'nation'. Whether all such words are to be considered for the extraction of the
lexical clues is an issue to be addressed. Another issue in extracting the lexical clues is
with compound words. A compound word is formed from two or more words as the
word 'afternoon' formed from the words 'after' and 'noon'. Whether a compound word
is to be considered as a single word or as a sequence of several words is another issue
to be decided. Problems may also arise due to assimilation of phonemes in speech.
Thus the spoken word may not match the one actually stored in the lexicon which
usually corresponds to its written form.
In our study, these issues were deferred to the lexicon builders. A commonly
used dictionary of Hindi was selected and all entries listed in it were treated as words,
be they simple words or compound words. Derived words which were listed in the
dictionary were also considered in the study. But the various inflected forms of the
words which were not listed in the dictionary were ignored. These included most
inflected forms of verbs and the plural versions of many nouns. In Hindi, the spoken
and the written forms of the words do not differ much as there is an almost one-to-one
relationship between the Hindi letters and phonemes. One important difference arising
from the 'a-deletion'[Ohala 19831 was taken care of in our representation of words.
Another issue to be addressed is the type of phoneme sequences to be used for
word boundary hypothesisation. In most of the earlier studies for English, reported in
section 2.3.2, the sequences of the form c + , V',

and CVC (+ indicating sequence of

one or more phonemes) are used. In our study, consonant sequences of type C +,VC+,
C+ V and vc V, and vowel sequences of type v , cv , v C and CV C are used.
+

+

+

+

+

The chapter is organised as follows. In section 5.2, the extraction of the various
types of lexical clues from the dictionary is described and the word boundary

hypothesisation algorithm using these clues is given. In section 5.3, the results of word
boundary hypothesisation using lexical clues for correct input are presented. As in the
case of language clues, the lexical clues are also to b e applied on texts containing
speech-like errors to estimate their perfarmance in a speech-to-text coni;ersion system.
Hence lexical clues were applied o n texts in which some errors were simulated
(described in section 4.3). The results of this are presented in section 5.4. To increase
the number of word boundaries detected by the clues, the clues were increased by
adding infrequently occurring word-internal phoneme sequences. These results are
presented in sectipn 5.5. In section 5.6, the performance of the lexical clues extracted
from a smaller dictionary is studied. Most of the word boundary hypotheses produced
by the clues contain more than one possible location for the word boundary. Hence
studies were done on the distribution of word boundaries witbin the lexical clues and
the results are presented in section 5.7. Finally, a summary of the studies and their
implications is given in section 5.8.
5.2 Lexical clues for word boundary hypothesisation

The lexical clues are the phoneme sequences which do not occur within a word.
They were obtained by examining the words in a dictionary and listing the phoneme
sequences that were present in the words. These word-internal phoneme sequences
were then removed from the set of all possible phoneme sequences of that type, to
obtain the clues. For example, to identify all lexical clues of type

c',

all consonant

sequences present in the words of a dictionary, were removed from the set of all
possible consonant sequences. The dictionary used for this purpose is the Meenakshi
Hindi dictionary [Mohan and Kapoor 19891, which contained nearly 31000 words. It
contained many compound words (nearly 3000) also. However it did not contain any of
the inflected forms of verbs. In this study, some of the infrequent compound words
were deleted and the rest were treated as single words. T h e resulting reduced

dictionary contained nearly 30000 words.
Once the lexical clues were identified, the following algorithm was used to
hypothesise the word boundaries:

m r i t h m 5.1 Word boundaq h~othesisationwine lexical clues
1. Read the input text until a phoneme sequence of the required type is observed.

2. Check whether the observed sequence is one of the lexical clues or not. If it is a clue,
then hypothesise a word boundary within the sequence.
3. Repeat 1 and 2 till the end of input.

5.3 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using lexical clues for correct input

The above word boundary hypothesisation algorithm was used to hypothesise
word boundaries in a Hindi text described in the section 4.3.1 of this thesis. The text
did not contain any errors except that all word boundaries were removed from it (but
sentence boundaries preserved). For each type of clue (c+, V + etc.), the above word
boundary hypothesisation algorithm was applied and the results a r e shown in
Table-5.1. The results are shown in terms of the number of word boundaries detected
and the number of correct and incorrect hypotheses and also in terms of the three
measures, Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement.
One issue to be remembered with lexical clues is the uncertainty in the position
in t h e word boundary. This is because of t h e fact t h a t t h e clues result i n t h e
identification of a phoneme sequence within which a word boundary is hypothesised.
However, if the sequence is long (for example a sequence of type CVVC), then the
word boundary can be placed at a number of positions within the sequence. Thus the
lexical clues result in only the approximate location of a word boundary. This is

illustrated in our results through the Improvement measure. In this context, the
Improvement can be interpreted as the reduction in the uncertainty of word boundary
position. For example, an Improvement of 2 means that when compared to the c s e of
unknown word boundaries, the hypotheses produced by the clues arc twice more
certain (or the probability that a hypothesised position corresponds to a word boundary
is twice that of the probability that a randomly chosen position in the input corresponds
to a word boundary).

5.3.1 Lerical clues in the form of vowel sequences
In this section, the results of word boundary hypothesisation using the lexical
clues in the form of vowel sequences are presented. Four types of vowel sequences,
v',

CV',

V'

c and CV'C

were considered in this. The results are presented first for

simple vowel sequences of the form v',

followed by progressively larger sequences.

(a) Simple vowel sequences of the form V+
The results of word boundary hypothesisation using clues of the form V + are
shown in Table-5.1. It can be seen that about 3.3% of the total word boundaries are
hypothesised correctly. The Correctness is high at 93% indicating that one can place a
large confidence in the hypotheses.
Since the Hit rate is very low, the improvement in the lexical analysis due to the
word boundary hypotheses may only be marginal. One way to improve the Hit rate is to
use additional constraints such as the consonants preceding and succeeding the vowel
sequences. The results for such sequences are given below.

'

(b) Vowel sequences of the form CV' and v C
The lexical clues of the form CV'

and v'C

were used to hypothesise word

boundaries and the results are also shown in Table-5.1. As seen from the table, the Hit
rate increased more than two times for both the sequences when compared to the Hit
rate of simple vowel sequences. However, the Correctness decreased for CV',

Vowel sequences

Consonant sequences

v+

cv+ v+c

CV+C'

c+

vc+ c+v

WBs detected

369

771

900

2163

410

1099

1280

3482

Correct hyp

369

771

900

2163

410

1099

1280

3482

Incorrect hyp

34

108

35

184

26

73

258

628

Hit rate

3.4

7.2

8.4

20.1

3.8

10.2

11.9

32.4

Correctness

92

88

96

92

94

94

83

85

Improvement

4.2

2.2

2.5

2.0

2.9

2.1

1.9

1.66

vc+v

Table-5.1 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using lexical
clues on a correct input.

whereas for v'C,

it increased when compared to that of simple vowel sequences.

(c) Vowel sequences of the form CV' C
Further improvement in Hit rate may b e expected if both constraints of
preceding and succeeding consonants were applied simultaneously. However the
Correctness may decrease as longer sequences are more prone to errors.
The results of word boundary hypothesisation using CV'C

type of clues are

also shown in Table-5.1. Nearly 20% of the word boundaries in a correct text input are
detected. The Correctness is around 92%, which is greater than the value for CV'
sequences.

5.3.2 Lexical clues in the form of consonant sequences
In this section the results of word boundary hypothesisation using the lexical
clues in the form of consonant sequences are presented. The studies performed are
similar to the ones on sequences of vowels. Four types of consonant sequences, C' ,
VC',

c'V

and VC'V,

were used to hypothesise word boundaries in a correct Hindi

text. The results are presented for C' type of sequences first, followed by progressively
larger consonant sequences involving the preceding and succeeding vowels.
(a) Simple sequences of consonants of the form C'
The results are also shown in Table-5.1. It can be observed that nearly 3.9% of
the word boundaries in the text were detected correctly while the Correctness was high
at 93%. However, the Hit rate is low as in the case of simple vowel sequences, and to
improve the Hit rate, one needs to utilise additional constraints like preceding and
succeeding vowels.
(b) Consonant sequences of the form C' V and VC'
The number of word boundaries detected using simple sequences of consonants
is low. Hence to detect more word boundaries, lexical clues of the form c'V

and

VC' were considered. It can be observed from Table-5.1 that the Hit rate more than
doubled for both types of sequences as compared to the simple consonant sequences.
The Correctness for sequences of type c'V

is however smaller than that of simple

consonant seqL.ences, whereas for sequences of type VC' it is nearly thc same.
(c) Consonant sequences of the form VC'V
The constraints of the preceding and succeeding vowels on consonant sequences
resulted in an increase in the number of word boundaries detected. By applying both
the constraints together in the form of sequences of type VC'V,

one can increase the

Hit rate further. T h e results of word boundary hypothesisation for these clues are
shown in Table-5.1. It can be seen that the Hit rate increased to 32%. The number of
errors also increased though the Correctness at 85% is same as the value for the c'V
type of sequences.
In the above, it was observed that the sequences of types CV'C

and VC'V

detected the maximum number of word boundaries. O n e can further increase the
number of word boundaries detected by applying these two types of clues together. The
results for these clues together are also shown in Table-5.1. It can be seen that nearly
50% of the word boundaries were detected with a Correctness of 87%.

5.3.3 Errors in word boundary hypotheses produced by lexical clues
(a) Vowel sequences (v' , CV' , V' C and CV' C)
Most of the errors in the word boundary hypotheses produced using constraints
on vowel sequences were due to plural words. For example, the vowel sequence a:o:
did not occur in any word in the dictionary, and hence it was used as a clue t o
hypothesise word boundaries. However this sequence occurs within the plural forms of
many words such as the word lafa-.One of the plural forms of this word is latn-o:n
containing the vowel sequence a:o:. Since this is not a word-internal sequence derived
from the dictionary, a word boundary will be hypothesised between a: and o:.resulting

in an error. Similarly, the vowel sequence a-o: is itself a word, corresponding to one of
the inflected forms of the verb c.In this case also, a word boundary was wronglv
hypothesised between a- and 0:.In these studies, it was observed that nearly 75% of the
errors in the word boundary hypotheses from the lexical clues of the form V + were
from this single sequence co:. Most of the remaining errors weie due to compound
words except for a few which were due to foreign words, mainly English words.
(b) Consonant sequences (C , vc , c V and VC+ V)
+

+

+

The errors in the word boundary hypotheses produced using constraints on the
consonant sequences were dominated by the inflected words. Though a few other
errors also occurred due to compound words, more than 60% of the errors were due to
inflections. For example, verbs were represented in the dictionary using their root
forms only. However, the input text contained many inflected forms of verbs which
were produced from the root forms by appending appropriate sequences of consonants
and vowels. For example, consider the verb &mx.

One of the inflected forms for

this verb is &w

pt which did not occur in any

containing a consonant sequence

word in the dictionary. Hence a word boundary was hypothesised b e t w e e n p and t in
the word Sam#te.-

resulting in an error. Similarly the noun rrddhundta- is derived from

the word uddhondand it was not present in the dictionary. The sequence ndt did not
occur in any word in t h e dictionary a n d hence a word boundary was wrongly
hypothesised within the sequence & in &&a.
The above results show that most of the errors in the word boundary hypotheses
produced by lefical clues are due to the derived words like plural forms, or verb
inflections. Thus one can minimise these incorrect hypotheses by including all derived
words in the dictionary. However, it is not easy to find all possible words which can be
derived from the words in the dictionary. Moreover, as observed in our studies, the

percentage of incorrect hypotheses is small (as shown by the large Correctness values)
and hence in our studies no derived words (other than the words which were present in
the dictionary) were considered in extracting the lexical clues.
5.4 Performance of the lexical clues for incorrect input

The results of the previous section show that the lexical clues in the form of
phoneme sequence constraints are useful to detect word boundaries in a correct input.
However, in t h e context of speech recognition, t h e input t o t h e word boundary
hypothesiser produced by the speech signal-to-symbol conversion usually contains
errors. H e n c e it is necessary t o study t h e p e r f o r m a n c e of t h e lexical clues i n
hypothesising word boundaries for a n input text containing errors similar to those
occurring in a speech-to-text conversion system.
The word boundary hypothesiser algorithm was applied on texts in which errors
likely in speech to symbol conversion were simulated. The simulation of the errors was

as described earlier in section 4.3.1. The results of the word boundary hypothesisation
for the various types of sequences a t different percentages of errors a r e shown in
Table-5.2. The results show the number of word boundaries detected, the number of
correct and incorrect hypotheses, the Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement for
varying error rates.
The results show that the longer sequences (cv'C

and VC'V)

produced a

larger number of incorrect hypotheses as compared to the shorter ones (v'

and

c').

Also sequences containing a VC seem to be less error prone than sequences containing
a CV. Thus sequences of type v'C

have a larger Correctness than sequences of type

CV' for the same input error. Similarly VC' sequences have a larger Correctness
compared to c'V

sequences though in this case the difference is much less.

Results are also shown in graphical form in Fig.5.1 and Fig.5.2.. In Fig.5.1, the
number of word boundaries detected and the number of incorrect word boundary
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Fig.5.1 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using
lexical clues. The clues were applied on a Hindi text
containing 10,737 word boundaries and 39,713 word internal
positions. In the figure, the number of detected word
boundaries(indicated by * ) , and the number of incorrect word
boundary hypotheses(indicated by +) are shown at various
input error percentages. It can be seen that as the input
errors increase, the number of incorrect word boundary
hypotheses increases, whereas the number of detected word
boundaries remains constant.
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Fig.5.2 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using
lexical clues. The results are shown in terms of the Hit
rate, Correctness and the Improvement. It can be seen that
as the input error percentage increases, the performance of
the clues deteriorates indicated by the falls in the Hit
rate, Correctness and Improvement. However, it can also be
seen that even when the input has 50% errors in phonemes,
the Correctness is still more than 50%, indicating that the
clues can be used on sentences with a large number of
errors.

hypotheses produced by the lexical clues of types CV'C and VC'V

together, are

plotted against the input error. It can be seen that the number of word boundaries
detected remains practically constant, whereas the number of incorrect word boundary
hypotheses increases steadily. In Fig.5.2, these results are shown in terms of the Hit
rate, Correctness and Improvement. It can be seen that the Hit rate remains constant,
whereas the Correctness and the Improvement decrease with increasing input error
percentage. Similar results are observed for other types of clues also with minor
variations. In general, it can be seen that for vowel sequences (v',

CV', V + C, and

CV C) the Hit rate remains practically constant whereas for the consonant sequences
+

'

( C , vc ,C V and vc V) it shows a marginal increase.
+

+

+

This variation in the number of word boundary hypothesisation errors and the
number of detected word boundaries with input error can be predicted as described in
the following subsection:

5.4.1 Estimation of the number of word boundaries detected and the number of errors
Let S b e the set of word-internal phoneme sequences (of vowels say) and S be
the complement of S, i.e., S is the set of the lexical clues or the phoneme sequences
that occur only across a word boundary. Now consider an input text containing a wordinternal phoneme sequence x, i.e., x is a member of S. Due to errors in the speech to
symbol conversion (in our case due to the simulated errors) this sequence x may be
misrecognised as another sequence y. In other words, in the input to t h e word
boundary hypothesiser, y occurs in place of x. Now if y happens to be a member of S,
then a word boundary would be hypothesised within y resulting in an error. Hence one
can estimate the word boundary hypothesisation errors for any input error percentage
by estimating the probability that a word-internal sequence x is transformed into
nonword-internal sequence y due to the errors in the speech signal-to-symbol

conversion .
Assume tbat p is the probability that a phoneme is misrecognised, i.e., p is the
average phoneme error rate in the input text. Consider the sequence x to be of length

L. Now the probability that x is unaffected by the input errors is given by ( I - ~ ) Hence
~.
the probability that x is transformed into some other sequence y is given by 1 - ( 1 - ~ ) ~ ( =
PCsay) . Now the probability that the sequence x is transformed into a nonwordinternal sequence y is given by PC multiplied by the probability that the sequence y
belongs to the set S( = P(ye S) ). Hence if one (canestimate P(y g S), then one can
estimate the number of errors in the word boundary hypothesisation.
The estimation of P(y € S) is difficult and it usually depends on the sequence x.
One can, however, make some simplifying assumptions and estimate it for those cases.
O n e simple assumption made was that the transformed string y is equally likely to
belong to S or S, which holds good if the word-.internal sequences were randomly
d i s t r i b u t e d . T h u s P(y

S ) is p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e s i z e of S a n d is given by

1s 1 /( 1 S 1 + 1s 1)

where I S 1 stands for the size of S. Hence the probability that a
sequence x is transformed into a nonword-internal1 sequence y is given by (I-(1-p) L) *

I S1 /( IS 1 + ISI ). The number of word boundary hypothesisation errors is given by the
number of word-internal sequences in the input text multiplied by t h e above
probability.
One factor that was neglected in our estimation is the effect of the inherent
errors, i.e., the incorrect hypotheses produced e.ven with a correct input. These are
nothing but the word-internal sequences in the input text which do not appear in any
word in the dictionary. These are neglected in the above formula. However, if they are
large in number, then their effect will also have to be considered. They will contribute
to the incorrect hypotheses in two ways: (i) these sequences may remain unaffected by
any input errors and thus continue to produce wrong hypotheses or (ii) they may get

transformed into other nonword-internal sequences and thus produce incorrect
hypotheses. Suppose No represents the word boundary hypothesisation errors for zero
input error. Then the contribution of the first part is nothing but No multiplied by the
probability that the sequences did not change during the simulation, i.e., No * ( I - ~ ) ~ .
The second part's contribution is No * (l-(l-p)L) * I S I /( I S I + 1 S I). However for most
forms of lexical clues, the number of inherent errors were small, especially for the
cases of simple vowel and consonant sequences. Hence they can be neglected.
As seen from the formula, the number of incorrect word boundary hypotheses
depends on the average error rate and the length of the sequence. Using the formula,
the number of incorrect hypotheses for simple vowel and consonant sequences
and

c')

(v+

were estimated and are shown in Table-5.3(a), where they are compared with

the observed number of incorrect hypotheses. The comparison of the predicted and the
observed number of incorrect word boundary hypotheses for the simple sequences of
vowels and consonants is also shown in graphical form in Fig.5.3.
It can be seen from the figure, that there is a good agreement between the
predicted and observed numbers of incorrect hypotheses, for vowel sequences.
However, the observed and predicted incorrect hypotheses for the consonant
sequences differ significantly (almost by a factor of 3). The reason for this may be due
to the similarities between the word-internal consonant sequences because such
similarities cause many of the word-internal sequences to map again onto other wordinternal sequences. Obviously in such a case, the factor P(y ( s ) in the formula will be
much smaller than what was assumed. Hence the observed number of incorrect word
boundary hypotheses will be less than the predicted number. However the growth rate
of the number of incorrect hypotheses with respect to errors in the input, should be
~ )independent of P(y t S)
quite similar. This is because the growth factor ( 1 - ( 1 - ~ ) is

Sequence
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Table- 5.3 A comparison of t h e P r e d i c t e d and Observed
word boundary e r r o r s f o r simple sequences of vowels and
c o n s o n a n t s (v+ and c + ) 5 . 3 ( a ) shows t h e number o f
e r r o n e o u s h y p o t h e s e s a t v a r i o u s i n p u t e r r o r s . 5.3 ( b )
shows t h e growth r a t e s f o r t h e p r e d i c t e d and o b s e r v e d
e r r o r s . The o b s e r v e d word boundary e r r o r s and t h e i r
growth r a t e a r e shown i n p a r e n t h e s e s . The growth r a t e
is d e f i n e d a s t h e r a t i o between t h e number o f e r r o r s
and t h e number of e r r o r s a t an i n p u t e r r o r of 1 0 % .
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Fig.5.3 A comparison of the observed number of incorrect
word boundary hypotheses(indicated by the thick line) and
the predicted number of incorrect hypotheses(indicated by
the thin line) at various input error percentages, for the
two cases of simple vowel sequences(v+) and simple consonant
sequences(~+).It can be seen that there is a good agreement
for V+ type of sequences whereas for C+ type of sequences
the agreement is poor.

(assuming that P(y

S) does not depend on p). Hence if one normalises the number of

wrong hypotheses with respect to the number of wrong hypotheses at 10% error say,
then the resulting values should be the same for the predicted and observed
hypotheses. This is shown in Table-5.3(b; which s h ~ w as good agreement between the
predicted and observed values.
The number of word boundaries detected by f i e lexical clues can also be
estimated on similar lines. However, a qualitative assessment will serve the purpose in
this case as the observed changes in the number of detected word boundaries for all
sequences are small. The number of correctly detected word boundaries is affected in
two ways by an increase in the input error:(i) The number will decrease due to some of
the nonword-internal phoneme sequences containing word boundaries getting
transformed to word-internal sequences, and, thereby become undetected, and (ii) The
number will increase due to some of the sequences corresponding to the word-internal
sequences and containing word boundaries getting transformed to nonword-internal
sequences thereby getting detected. The expressions for both these factors are similar
and depend roughly on the relative sizes of the sets of word-internal and nonwordinternal phoneme sequences and also on the actual number of word-internal and
nonword-internal sequences containing word boundaries present in the input. If these
are of the same order, then the Hit rate will not change significantly.

5.5 Effect of adding infrequent word-internal phoneme sequences to the lexical clues
It was observed during the extraction of the word-internal phoneme sequences
from the lexicon that many of the phoneme sequences occur only once or twice. Hence
it was decided to include these infrequent word-internal phoneme sequences in the
lexical clues and study the corresponding effect on the word boundary hypothesisation.
It is likely that the number of word boundaries detected will increase since those word
boundaries spanned by the newly added clues will now be detected. However the

number of incorrect hypotheses will also increase since these clues occurring in wordinternal position will cause errors.
The results of word b~undaryhypothesisation using the new lexical clues (of
types CV'C and VC'V

together) are shown in Table -5.4 for various input error

percentages. The lexical clues included all word boundary phoneme sequences which
occurred in only one word in the dictionary. As predicted, the number of word
boundaries detected and also the number of incorrect word boundary hypotheses
increased compared to the earlier ones (shown in Table -5.2). An examination of the
incorrect hypotheses showed that the increase was due to the addition of one or two
sequences to the clues, i.e., those sequences which occur in one or two words in the
dictionary but the words occur frequently in the text. For example, the sequence ae=
occurred in only two words in the dictionary but the word gae= containing the sequence,
occurred several times in the text and all these occurrences resulted in incorrect
hypotheses.
T h e results a r e also shown in terms of the Hit rate, Correctness and
Improvement. It can be seen that while the Hit rate increased, there is a small drop in
the Correctness and Improvement, indicating that the overall performance of the clues
deteriorated. This is illustrated in Fig.5.4, where the Hit rate, Correctness and the
Improvement using the new lexical clues a r e compared against the Hit rate,
Correctness and Improvement obtained using lexical clues which did not contain any
word-internal sequences.
From the above, one can conclude that the number of word boundaries
detected can be increased by adding the infrequent word-internal phoneme sequences
to the lexical clues. However to control the number of incorrect hypotheses, their
addition may have to be done selectively considering not only the frequency of
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Table 5.4 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using lexical clues
contaTning some infreqent word internal phoneme sequences on erroneous
input. The above results are for consonant sequences of type V
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percentages(0,10,20,30,40 and 50%). The input text contained 10,737 word
boundaries and 39,713 word internal positions.
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Fig.5.4 A comparison of the performances of the lexical
clues for the cases, (i) when lexical clues contained no
word internal sequences (indicated by thin line in the
figure), and (ii) when lexical clues contained some
infrequent word internal sequences (indicated by thick line
in the figure). The results are compared in terms of the Hit
rate, Correctness and the Improvement. It can be seen that
the addition of infrequent word internal sequences increases
the Hit rate significantly, with only a marginal reduction
in the Correctness.

occurrence of the sequence but also the frequency of occurrence of the words
containing the sequence.
5.6 Lexical clues from a small dictionary
The results of the previous section showed that Hit rate can be increased bji
increasing the number of lexical clues. However, to minimise the increase in the
number of incorrect hypotheses, one needs to carefully choose the clues. One way of
doing this, is to use a small dictionary which contains all frequently occurring words
and extract lexical clues from it. Clues can be extracted in this fashion, especially if the
speech recognition system containing the word boundary hypothesiser uses only a
limited vocabulary (about 1000 words).
To study the performance of the lexical clues extracted from a small dictionary,
a dictionary of about 2500 words containing frequently occurring Hindi words was
used. T h e dictionary also included all the words that appeared in the input text
including many inflected words. The lexical clues were extracted using the dictionary
and they were used to hypothesise word boundaries. Results of the word boundary
hypothesisation using clues of types CV'C

and VC'V for various input error

percentages are shown in Table-5.5.
The results show that the number of word boundaries detected increased as
predicted. However, the number of errors also increased and the Correctness remained
almost the same. The results are shown in terms of the Hit rate, Correctness and
Improvement in Fig.5.5, where they are compared against the results obtained using
lexical clues extracted from a large dictionary.
These results can be predicted based on the formula developed in the earlier
section (section 5.4.1). The formula for the number of errors is given by N * P(y C S) *
1 - ( 1 )L), where N represents the total number of word-internal phoneme sequences
in the text. When a small dictionary is used, the number of word-internal sequences
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Table 5.5 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using lexical clues
extracted using a small dictionary of 2500 words on erroneous input. The
above results are for consonant sequences of type VC+V and CV+C together.
The results are shown for various input error percentages(0,10,20130140 and
50%). The input text contained 10,737 word boundaries and 39,713 word
internal positions.
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Fig.5.5 A comparison of the performances of the lexical
clues for the cases, (i) when lexical clues are extracted
from a large dictionary of 30,000 words (indicated by thin
line in the figure), and (ii) when lexical clues are
extracted using a small dictionary of 2,500 words (indicated
by thick line in the figure). The results are compared in
terms of the Hit rate, Correctness and the Improvement. It
can be seen that the clues extracted using a small
dictionary have a larger Hit rate but a smaller Correctness.

will b e smaller and hence S and P(y E S) will b e larger than the case for a large
dictionary. Hence the number bf errors in word boundary hypotheses will also be more
though the growth majr be the same.

5.7 Locating word boundaries from the hypotheses produced by the lexical clues
So far, results were presented to show that lexical clues in the form of phoneme
sequence constraints can b e used to hypothesise the presence of a word boundary
within a sequence of phonemes. However, the exact location of the word boundary
within the sequence was not identified. In some cases it may be possible to precisely
locate the word boundary due to other constraints. For example, in the sequence ktk
which was one of the lexical clues, one can place the word boundary as k#tk or as kt#k,
# indicating the word boundary. However tk is not a valid word initial consonant

sequence and hence the word boundary can be exactly placed as kt#k However such
constraints are available only in a few cases. For a majority of the clues, location of the
word boundary will not be possible from the lexical constraints alone. However, it i!:
possible that an examination of the distribution of the word boundaries within the
hypothesised sequences may provide some clues to locate the word boundary. Hence it
was decided to study the distribution of word boundaries within the hypothesised
sequences.
(a) Simple sequences of vowels (v' )
Most of the hypotheses produced using constraints on simple vowel sequences
involve two vowels only. Hence in this case it was possible to locate the word boundary
precisely. In about 10% of the hypotheses, vowel sequences containing three vowels
occurred, and hence in these cases it was not be possible to locate the word boundary
exactly.
(b) Simple consonant sequences (c')

Unlike the case of simple vowel sequences, most of the word boundary
hypotheses produced by the constraints on sequences of coysonants involve three or
more consonants. Only about one-third of the hypotheses involve two consonants and
only in these cases the word boundaries could be located precisely. Tht: remaining
hypotheses involve mainly three consonants. In such hypotheses the word boundary
may lie between the first two consonants (as C#CC) or between the last two
consonants (as CC#C). However we observed the latter to be more frequent than the
former (85% of the cases). Hence in absence of other knowledge, one may place the
boundary between the last two consonants in a three consonant sequence.
(c) Sequences of vowels of the types CV' and V'C
The hypotheses produced by sequences of the types CV' and v'C

consist of

mainly three phonemes, and are in the forms CVV and VVC, respectively. In these
hypotheses the word boundary can be in two places: (i) between the vowels or, (ii)
between the consonant and the vowel. In our studies, we observed that in the
hypotheses produced by sequences of type CV',

the word boundary was between the

vowels in 99% of the cases. Hence one can safely place the word boundary between the
vowels in the hypotheses produced by such sequences. However for the hypotheses
produced by sequences of type V'C

the word boundary was between the consonant

and the vowel in 26% of the cases and between the vowels in the remaining. Obviously
it is not possible to precisely locate the word boundary in the hypotheses produced by
these sequences, though a strategy of placing the word boundary between the vowels
yields correct results in about 74% of the cases.
(d) Sequences of consonants of the type VC' and C' V
Unlike the vowel sequences of the types CV'

and v'C,

produced by the consonant sequences of the types VC' and c'V

the hypotheses

contain a significant

number of hypotheses with four or more phonemes. In such cases, even though the

114

word boundary is within the consonant sequence, it is not possible to locate it exactly.
However nearly 75% of the hypotheses produced contain only three phonemes (either
in the form CCV or VCC), and in some of these cases it may be possible to locare the
boundary. It was observed that in the hypotheses produced by CCV type of sequences,
the word boundary was between the consonants in 97% of the cases and between the
second consonant and the vowel in only 2% of the cases. Thus for hypotheses produced
by CCV sequences, the word boundary can be placed between the consonants. In the
hypotheses produced by the VCC sequences, in 15% of the cases, the boundary was
between the vowel and the consonant and between the consonants in the remaining.
Thus a strategy of placing the word boundary between the consonants seems
appropriate for both CCV and VCC types of sequences.

'

(e) Sequences of type CV C and vc

+

v

In longer sequences of types CV'C and VC'V

the word boundary may be

located in several possible places. In the hypotheses produced by sequerces of type
CV'C it was observed that nearly 66% of the word boundaries lie at the VC junction,

i.e., between the last vowel and the last consonant. Another 30% are located between
the vowels and very few at the CV junction. In the hypotheses produced by the VC'V
sequences, 60% of the word boundaries occurred within the consonant sequence.
Another 37% occurred at the VC junction, i.e., between the first vowel and the first
consonant in the sequence. Very few occurred at the CV junction. Thus one may not be
able to place the word boundary accurately in the hypotheses produced by these clues.
However, one can narrow down the location by ignoring the CV junction for both types
of clues.
The distributions of word boundaries in the word boundary hypotheses
produced by the lexical clues were also examined by varying the input error

percentages. However, the results showed no significant changes.
From the above it can be seen that the word boundaries can b e located
accurately in many hypotheses produced by the constraints on sequences. However for
long sequences of types CV'C and VC'V

it was not possible to locate the word

boundaries precisely. It is interesting to note that in all the above cases the VC junction
contained many more word boundaries compared to the CV junction.

5.8 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, use of lexical knowledge in the form of phoneme sequence
constraints in hypothesising word boundaries was examined. A number of studies were
made using different types of sequences. The effect of input errors on the word
boundary hypotheses was also examined and a formula was developed to predict the
number of wrong hypotheses produced due to errors in the input. It was shown that
reducing the dictionary size does not improve the Correctness of the clues. Studies
were also performed to locate the word boundary position exactly in the hypotheses
produced using the clues. The results show that for shorter sequences it is possible to
place the word boundary accurately within the clue.
The following conclusions can be drawn based on our studies reported in this
chapter:
1. Lexical clues i n t h e form of phoneme sequence constraints can b e used t o

hypothesise word boundaries in texts.

2. The lexical clues are also useful in hypothesising word boundaries especially when
the input contains errors, as in the symbol sequence produced by a speech signal-tosymbol converter. However, the performance of the clues deteriorates gradually with
increasing input errors.
3. Reducing the vocabulary (dictionary size) improves the performance of these clues.
4. It is possible to predict the location of the word boundary within the clue for most

clues except for clues of types CV' C and VC' V.
The result. of the studies of this chapter clearly establish the utility of the clues
based on the lexical knowledge. However, it is also to be noted that these clues arc
sensitive to errors in the input. The results of the earlier chapter also showed that clues
based on the language knowledge such as syntax and semantics are also susceptible to
input errors. These errors are caused by the inaccuracies in the speech signal-to-symbol
conversion. Hence one needs to identify clues which can be applied before the signalto-symbol conversion itself. In this context, one can explore other speech related
knowledge sources such as prosody and acoustic-phonetics and identify word boundary
clues based on them, which can be directly applied on the speech signal itself thereby
avoiding the errors in the speech signal-to-symbol conversion. In the succeeding
c h a p t e r s , s o m e p r o s o d i c a n d a c o u s t i c - p h o n e t i c clues f o r word b o u n d a r y
hypothesisation are described.
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WORD BOUNDARY CLUES,BASED ON THE PROSODIC KNOWLEDGE
6.1 Introduction

Several studies have established the relation between the various prosodic
features and the sentence structure in a language. For example, in languages like
English, position of stress can change the type of a word, whether it is a noun or a verb.
The pitch contour of a sentence indicates the type of the sentence, assertive or
interrogative. Similarly boundaries between the major syntactic units (such as phrases
or clauses) in a sentence are also indicated by pitch variations. Pauses or long silences
in speech indicate some word boundaries, usually the boundaries between major
syntactic units of the sentence. Prepausal lengthening of vowels and long interstress
intervals can also be used to detect some word boundaries. In view of these results, one
can expect the prosody to provide clues to detect word boundaries.
This chapter describes studies on the use of prosodic features as clues for
hypothesising word boundaries in continuous speech. The prosodic features considered
were pause, duration, and pitch. Three studies are reported, each focussing on the
application of a particular prosodic feature to hypothesise word boundaries. The
studies are described in the following sections. In section 6.2, the study on the use of
pause for word boundary hypothesisation is described. In section 6.3, studies on the use
of duration of a vowel as a clue to its position in a word are described. In section 6.4,
the application of changes in pitch in detecting word boundaries is discussed. In section
6.5, a simple word boundary hypothesisation algorithm is described which combines
the pause, duration and pitch clues. In section 6.6, location of the word boundary
position in the hypotheses produced by the prosodic clues is discussed. The summary of
the work is presented in section 6.7.
6.2 Word boundary hypothesisation using pause

Pauses in speech, though small in number, are the simplest and often the easiest
clues to detect word boundaries. Pauses in continuous speech are detectdd by looking
for long silence regions. Since some speech sounds such as unv~icedstops also contain
silence regions, a duration threshold is used to discriminate between pauses and other
silences. The threshold chosen should be sufficiently longer than the longest speech
sound that contains silence. Usually a value around 250 msec. is used [Grosjean 19801.
The algorithm to detect pauses in speech is given below.

Algorithm fi&

1. Identify the silence regions in speech using energy and pitch.

2. Hypothesise a silence region as a pause, if its duration is longer than 250 msec.
-

Pause detection was performed on a speech data of 110 utterances, consisting of
a text of 10 sentences uttered by 11 speakers. On this data, the above algorithm was
applied and pauses were detected. Each detected pause was hypothesised as a word
boundary. The results of the word boundary hypothesisation using pause are shown in
Table-6.1. It can be seen that all the pauses detected correspond to word boundaries.
While the above results show that pause is a reliable clue to word boundaries,
they also show that its utility is limited because of t h e small number of word
boundaries detected (less than 2 word boundaries per sentence). Moreover, as the
speaking rate increased, the number of pauses in the utterances reduced. This is
illustrated in the table where the speakers are ordered by their speaking rate with the
lowest corresponding to speaker 1 and the highest to speaker 11. Hence additional
prosodic clues are to be used to increase the number of word boundaries.

6 3 Word-final vowel hypothesisation using duration

Speaker

Correct

Incorrect

WBs

WBs

Hit rate

Correctness

Improvement

Table-6.1 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using pause. A
silence longer than 300 msec. is considered as a pause. Results are
shown for 11 speakers.

Several studies o n English speech showed that duration can b e used to
hypothesis: some of the word boundaries in speech. Lea [Lea, 19801 showed that
interstress intervals can be used to detect some word boundaries. Lengthening of a
vcrwe! can also be used as a clue to word boui~daries[Crjstaland House 19881. For
Hindi, we have found that a simple algorithm which classifies all long vowels as wordfinal vowels can lead to a good word boundary detection.
The proposed algorithm is based on the following features of Hindi: (i) In
Hindi, very few words end in a short vowel, and (ii) In any Hindi text, vowels occur
twice as often as consonants in the position before a word boundary. The feature, (i)
was verified by examining a large Hindi dictionary containing nearly 31,000 words. Of
these, 13,479 words ended in vowels, in which 12,628 (or 94%) ended in long vowels.
Similarly, (ii) was verified using a Hindi text of nearly 10,000 sentences which
contained 143,578 words of which 118,016 (or 82%) ended in vowels. This is because,
in any text case markers and other function words form nearly 40% of the total words
and most of these end in vowels. For the remaining words, the vowels and consonants
occur roughly in equal numbers before a word boundary. Thus, in the entire text, one
can expect that about 70% of the word boundaries will be preceded by vowels and the
rest 30% will be preceded by consonants. Since from (i) above, almost all vowels
preceding word boundaries must be long vowels, one can expect that about 70% of the
word boundaries will b e preceded by long vowels. Thus a simple classification of
vowels based on length will detect nearly 70% of the word boundaries. In addition, a
recent study [Rajesh Kumar 19901 showed that vowels occurring in word-final position,
i.e., last vowels in the word which may be succeeded by a consonant, are longer than
the same vowels occurring in word-internal position. Hence some word-final vowels
may also be detected by the proposed algorithm.
However long vowels can also occur i n word-internal positions. Such

occurrences will lead to errors in the word boundary hypotheses. But it was observed
that word-internill y short vowels occur more often than long v o w e l s . ' ~ e n c ea
long/short vowel classification will hypothesise more word boundaries than wordinternal vowels.
An estimate of the performance of the above method can be obtained by
studying the distribution of vowels in large texts. Using a text of 10,000 sentences
containing 143,578 words which had 244,082 vowels, it was found that long vowels
occurred 143,804 times in the text. Among these, long vowels in word-final position
numbered 109,842. Hence detection of long vowels will hypothesise nearly 77% of the
word boundaries correctly with incorrect hypotheses around 25%. Similar results can
be expected from other texts.
The algorithm for word boundary hypothesisation [Ramana R a o 1992bl using
duration is given below.

Algorithm 6.2 Word boundary hwothesisation using duration
1. Classify the given vowel into short/long vowel.
2. If it is classified as a long vowel, hypothesise a word boundary after the vowel.

This algorithm was used to hypothesise word boundaries in a speech data of 110
utterances consisting of 10 sentences uttered by 11 speakers. T h e speech data
contained a total of 2,600 vowels. These vowels were segmented manually using visual
and audio clues. O n these vowel data, the above word boundary hypothesisation
algorithm was applied. The results are shown in Table -6.2 for various durational
thresholds. From these, one can see that the proposed clue performs well.
The results show that in addition to many word boundary vowels, a significant
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Table- 6.2 R e s u l t s o f word boundary h y p o t h e s i s a t i o n u s i n g d u r a t i o n . I n t h e T a b l e , ( a ) shows
t h e r e s u l t s i n terms o f t h e c o r r e c t a n d i n c o r r e c t word b o u n d a r y h y p o t h e s e s p r o d u c e d f o r
v a r i o u s d u r a t i o n t h r e s h o l d s f o r 11 s p e a k e r s . I n ( b ) , t h e r e s u l t s a r e shown i n terms o f H i t
r a t e , C o r r e c t n e s s and Improvement f o r a p a r t i c u l a r d u r a t i o n t h r e s h o l d . Note t h a t d u r a t i o n
is measured i n m i l l i s e c o n d s .

number of vowels which are not succeeded by a word boundary were also hypothesised.
An examination of the errors showed that many of tbese incorrect hypotheses
correspond to word-final vowels, i.e., vowels which are the last vowels in a word but
which are succeeded by a consonact sequence, such as the vowel a in the word ko.mal.
As shown later in section 6.6, it is possible to locate the position of the word boundary

from the word-final vowels. Hence, the word boundary hypothesisation was modified as
word-final vowel hypothesisation algorithm given below.

Algorithm fjJWord-final vowel hpothesisation using duration

1. Classify the given vowel into short/long vowel.
2. If it is classified as a long vowel, hypothesise the vowel as a word-final vowel.

The word-final vowel hypothesisation algorithm was applied on a 110 sentence
P

speech data and the results are shown in Table-6.3. The results are shown in terms of
the number of word-final and word-internal vowels in the hypotheses, and also in terms
of the Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement for various duration thresholds. It can be
seen that a large number of word-final vowels were detected with significant
Correctness (nearly 75%) and Improvement in the WF:WI distribution is also high.
It can be seen that the performance of the algorithm depends on the threshold
used for short/long vowel classification. Using a smaller durational threshold led to the
detection of a large number of word boundaries but with lower Correctness, whereas
longer thresholds led to the detection of lesser number of word boundaries with higher
Correctness. It can also be seen that longer thresholds lead to a larger Improvement.
We have chosen to use a threshold for which the Correctness is greater than 75%.
It can b e seen that this performance (shown in bold) occurs a t different
thresholds for different speakers. This is because the duration of vowels in continuous
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Table-6;3 Results of word final vowel hypothesisation using duration. In (a), results are
shown in terms of the correct and incorrect word boundary hypotheses produced for various
duration thresholds for 11 speakers. In (b), the results are shown in terms of Hit rate,
Correctness and Improvement for a particular duration threshold(shown in bold). Note that
duration is measured in milli seconds.

speech depends strongly on the speaking rate. Hence a speaker independent method of
selecting the threshold is needed. This threshold can be estimated based o n the
average vowel duration as follows:
Let us assume that the vowels can be divided into two classes, short and long,
with average lengths L and 2L, respectively. Assuming a 40:60 distribution of short and
long vowels (as observed in our text data), one would obtain the average length of a
vowel as 1.6L. Hence the average length of a short vowel (L) is given by the average
length of a vowel divided by 1.6. This itself can be used as a threshold for short/long
vowel classification. However some of the short vowels will b e longer t h a n the
computed average duration. In our studies, it was observed that a threshold value of
1.3L gives acceptable results. The results for this value of the threshold are shown in
bold in the Table-6.2.
In the above, the duration of a vowel was measured in time units (in msec. etc.).
One may also use the number of pitch peaks in the vowel as a measure of the duration
of the vowel. Thus the duration of a vowel is the number of glottal pulses in that vowel.
With this measure for duration, the word-final vowel hypothesisation algorithm 6.2 was
again applied on the vowel data. The results are shown in Table-6.4.
A comparison of the results (Table -6.3 and Table -6.4) show that the two

measures used for duration yield similar results. However the second measure seems to
be slightly advantageous in that the variation in thresholds to be used seems to be less.
However, for this measure of duration also, an estimate of the average duration of a
vowel is needed to determine the threshold to be used.
6.4 Word-final vowel hypothesisation using pitch

The studies reported in the previous two sections showed that the prosodic
features of pause and vowel duration can b e used as clues to hypothesise word
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Table-6.4 Results of word final vowel hypothesisation using duration. In (a),
results are shown in terms of the correct and incorrect word boundary hypotheses
produced for various duration thresholds for 11 speakers. In (b), the results are
shown in terms of Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement for a particular duration
threshold(shown in bold). Note that duration is measured in pitch cycles.

boundaries. In this section, studies on the use of the third prosodic feature of pitch
frequency(F0) as a clue to word boundary hypothesisation are reported.
Recent studies on Hindi speech [Yegnanarayana, Rajendran, Rajesh Kumar,
Ramachandran and Madhu Kumar 19921 suggested that every content word in
continuous Hindi speech has a pitch pattern, namely the pitch frequency(F0) increases
from left to right. Thus, in the sentence fragment nmmada= rradi= k c k

7 e =

the word

nannadtx will have FO increasing from left to right. Similarly the word nadi= will also
have a n increasing FO from left to right. This is illustrated in Fig.6.1, where the
waveform and the pitch frequency are shown. Since FO in simple sentences falls from
left to right, the fall will occur at the boundary between the two words. Thus by
detecting such falls in FO one can detect word boundaries. On the other hand, if a
function word occurs between the two content words, as in nadi= ke= k r e : the FO
peak will occur on i. in nadi= and the next valley on i in kinn7e:. Thus even in such cases
one can detect word boundaries by detecting falls in FO. Strictly speaking, this detects
only the word-final vowels. A word-final vowel hypothesisation algorithm based on the
above [Madhukumar 1993; Rajendran and Yegnanarayana 19941 is given below:

Algorithm 6 Word-final vowel hypothesisation using FO
1. Compare the FO values of two successive vowels,
2. Hypothesise a vowel as a word-final vowel if the drop in FO from the current vowel

to its next vowel is greater than a predetermined threshold.

This algorithm was used to detect word-final vowels in the 110 sentence speech
data used in the earlier studies. The results are shown in Table -6.5. The results are
shown in terms of the number of word-final and word-internal vowels in the hypotheses
and also in terms of the Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement for various thresholds.

Fig.6.1 The plot of pitch frequency (FO) for the Hindi
utterance Inarmada: nadi: ke: kina:re:'. It can be seen that
for all the content words the FO increases from left to
right with maximum FO on the rightmost vowel in the word.
For the function word 'ke:' the FO lies between that of Ii:'
in 'nadi:' and Ii1 in 'kina:re:.
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Table- 6.5 R e s u l t s o f word f i n a l vowel h y p o t h e s i s a t i o n u s i n g p i t c h . I n (a),
r e s u l t s a r e shown i n t e r m s o f t h e c o r r e c t and i n c o r r e c t word f i n a l vowel
h y p o t h e s e s ( W F : W I ) produced f o r v a r i o u s p i t c h t h r e s h o l d s f o r 11 s p e a k e r s . I n
( b ) , t h e r e s u l t s a r e shown i n terms o f H i t r a t e , C o r r e c t n e s s and Improvement
f o r a p i t c h t h r e s h o l d o f 0.

From the results, it can b e seen that the algorithm performs well for many
speakers. But for some speakers (speakers 3, 4, 5, 9 and lo), the performance is
relatively poor, with the hypotheses containing a significant number of word-internal
vowels. An examination of these errors revealed that in a majority of the cases, they
correspond to short vowels. Thus.one can improve the performance of the word-final
vowel hypothesisation by using durational constraints along with the FO. This is
described in the next section.
6.5 Word-final vowel hypothesisation using all prosodic clues
The previous sections showed that a significant number of word-final vowels can
be detected by using the prosodic clues of pause, duration and pitch(F0). It is possible
to improve the performance of the clues by applying them together. From the results of
the previous section, it is clear that applying durational constraints to verify the wordfinal vowel hypotheses produced by the pitch clues will lead to a better performance.
Hence, the word-final vowel hypothesisation algorithm using pitch was modified to
include durational constraints [Ramana Rao 1992bl as given below.

Algorithm 6.5Word-final vowel h~othesisationusing FO and duration
1&2. Same as in algorithm 6.4,

3. From the word-final vowel hypotheses produced, remove all word-final vowel
hypotheses whose duration is less than a duration threshold.

The above algorithm was applied on the 110 sentence speech data. A pitch
threshold of 0 and a duration threshold roughly corresponding to the average short
vowel duration were used. The results of the word-final vowel hypothesisation are
shown in Table-6.6. It can be seen that there is a significant improvement for all. the
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Table 6.6 Results of word final vowel hypothesisation
usingpitch and duration. The results are shown both in
terms of WF:WI distribution and also in terms of Hit
rate, Correctness and Improvement. A pitch threshold of
O and a durational threshold of 0.66 x Avg. vowel
duration are used.

speakers, with the incorrect hypotheses reduced by a factor of 2 or more, whereas the
number of word boundaries detected dropped by less than !5%.
Detection of word boundaries through pause can be used to further improve the
performance of the above word-final vowel hypo thesisatior, a i g ~ r i t h mbascd oii pitch
and duration (Algorithm 6.5). This is due to the fact that in long sentences containing
several phrases/clauses, the FO contour gets reset within the sentence, mostly at major
syntactic boundaries. This is usually explained by the need for the speaker to pause
occasionally (possibly to take a breath), and, at such pauses, which coincide with major
syntactic boundaries, the FO is reset to a high value. Thus long sentences often contain
two or more smaller segments each of which shows a declining FO with FO reset to a
high value after each segment. Due to this resetting of FO, the corresponding word
boundaries will not be detected by our algorithm. However, these boundaries are
usually followed by pauses, and, by detecting pauses one can detect them. Thus the
algorithm for detecting word-final vowels using prosodic clues gets modified to the one
given below.

Al~orithm

Word-final vowel hwothesisation using FO. duration and Dause

1,2&3.Same as in algorithm 6.5
4. Hypothesise word boundaries using pause (this includes sentence boundaries also).

Add these to the hypotheses produced FO and duration.
-

-

-

-

-

This algorithm was applied on our speech data and the results are shown in
Table-6.7. It can be seen that more than 70% of the word boundaries are detected in
all the three cases with Correctness more than 80%.
While the above modified algorithm for word boundary hypothesisation using
pitch, duration and pause works well, it is difficult to explain the results, especially the
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Table-6.7 Results of word final vowel hypothesisation
using pitch, duration and pause. The results are shown
in terms of WF:WI distribution and also in terms of Hit
rate, Correctness and Improvement. A pitch threshold of
0, a durational threshold of 0.66 x Avg. vowel duration
and a 300msec. silence for pause are used.
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that vowel but will continue into the next vowel, and hence the short vowel will hzve a
larger FO cornpared to its next vowel even if they are in the same word. This
explanation is also supported by our observations that in most of these errors t h e
difference in FO between the word initial short vowel a:ld its succeeding vowel is quite
small.
Another feature relates to the effect of speaking rate. i t can be seen rnat the
performance of the algorithm is poorer for speakers with high speaking rate. i t is
possible that at high speaking rates the I egion between a FO valley a r ~ t ithe n e x t peak
may contain more than one content word, possibly a larger syntactic unit such as a
phrase or a clause as in Erig!ish speech [Lea 19801. However this is only a conjecture

and our results are not sufficient to siipport it.
6.6 Location of word boundaries from word-final vowels
In the studies described above it was found that the prosodic clues are useful to
detect a number of word-final vowels. Elowever, from these word-final vowel ~ o s i t i ~ z r .
one still needs to detect the word boundary locatiofi as there may be, some consonarlrs
between the word-final vowel and the next vowel. For example, consieer the sequence
'...V1C1C2V2...', in which there are two consonants betweell the word-final vowel V 5

-

and the next vowel V?. Thus the word bou~idarycan be placed at any one o l the three
places: between V1 and C1, between C1 and C2 and between C2 and V2. However, tnc
prosodic clues used in the above stlidies cannot select the correct word boundary
location. Thus one needs additional clues to perform this. It is possible that langiiage
features may aid in this. Hence studies were performed to find the word boundary from

information of word-final vowel.
In our studies, various possible word boundary locations were considered in the
phoneme sequence between a word-final vowel and the following vowel. Since the
phoneme sequence between a word-final vowel and the next vowei is ~f the form
v 1 c * v 2 , the problem is to find the location of the word boundary within this
sequence. There are mainly four possibilities: (i) there is no consonant between the
vowels, i.e., of type V1V2, (ii) a single consonant between the vowels, i.e., of type
V 1C1V2, (iii) two consonants between the vowels, i.e., of type V1C1C2V2, (iv) three
consonants between the vowels, i.e., of type V1C1C2C3V2. Sequences involving four or
more consonants can be neglected, as they occur only occasionally.
For each of these four types of sequences, the number of times each possible
word boundary location appears in a large text containing 143,578 word boundaries is
obtained. These are shown below:
(i) Type of the sequence.= V1V2.
possible locations (no. of occurrences) are
Vl#V2 (11978)
(ii) Type of the sequence = V1C1V2.

possible locations (no. of occurrences) are
Vl#ClV2 (64826) and VlC1#V2 (5336).
.(iii) Type of the sequence = V1C1C2V2.
possible locations (no. of occurrences) are
Vl#ClC2V2 (2835), V1C1#C2V2 (46550) and V1ClC2#V2 (522).
(iv) Type of the sequence = V1C1C2C3V2.
possible locations (no. of occurrences) are
Vl#ClC2C3V2 (27), V1C1#C2C3V2 (1230), V1C1C2#C3V2 (407) and
v l c l c 2 c 3 # v 2 (0).

From these results, it can be seen that the following simple strategy will detect many
word boundaries.

Al~orithmflLocation of word boundaries from word-final vowels
1. If the sequence is of type V1V2, then place the word boundary between the vowels.

2. If there are some consonants between the vowels, then place the word boundary
before the last consonant.

The above algorithm detects a total of 123,761 word boundaries correctly out of
a total of 133,516 word boundaries (excluding the sentence boundaries) in the text. The
number of wrong word boundary placements are 9644. Thus the algorithm correctly
places the word boundary in 92% of the cases and produces only 7.5% errors.
The above word boundary location algorithm was applied on the word-final
vowels hypothesised using the prosodic features of pitch, duration and pause (results of
algorithm 6.6). T h e results in terms of the number of correct and incorrect word
boundary hypotheses and also in terms of the Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement
a r e shown in Table -6.8. It can b e seen that more than two-thirds of the word
boundaries were detected with Correctness more than 80%.
6.7 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, the use of the three prosodic features of pause, duration, and
pitch w e r e examined for word boundary hypothesisation. A word boundary
hypothesisation algorithm was proposed using duration which performed quite well. In
addition a modification was proposed to the word boundary hypothesisation algorithm
using pitch by adding durational constraints, resulting in a nearly threefold reduction in
the errors with only a small reduction in the word boundaries detected. Thus it was
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Table 6.8 Results of word boundary detection using
pitch, duration and pause. The results are shown in
terms of WB:WI distribution and also in terms of Hit
rate, Correctness and Improvement. A pitch threshold of
0, a durational threshold of 0.66 x Avg. vowel duration
and a 300msec. silence for pause are used.

shown that the prosodic features of pitch and duration can significantly aid in detecting
word boundaries. T o detect major syntactic boundaries which were not de~ectedby this
algorithm, a further modification was made to it making use of pafises to detect such
word boundaries. This algorithm combiiling pitch, ciuration and pause performed well
in detecting most of the word-final vowels and with very few false alarms. However,
these clues detected only word-final vowels and not the precise location of word
boundaries. Hence a study was made to locate the position of the word boundary from
the word-final vowel location. It was shown that by using a simple algorithm, nearly
92% of the word boundaries can be placed correctly, given the position of the wordfinal vowels. Using this algorithm on the word-final vowels hypothesised by the three
prosodic clues together, resulted in the detection of 72% of the word boundaries with
Correctness more than 80%.
From the above studies, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The prosodic features of duration and pitch can detect many word boundaries in
continuous speech,
2. Additional boundaries corresponding to major syntactic boundaries, can be detected
using pauses.

3. A combination of the three prosodic features detects a large number of word
boundaries with a large Correctness.
In all the knowledge sources explored so far, prosody seems to perform best in
word boundary hypothesisation. Results showed that nearly 7 0 % of the word
boundaries can be detected with incorrect hypotheses less than 15%. However, there
are some limitations to the prosodic clues. A major limitation is with respect to the
speech of nonnative speakers which is explained below.
Prosody varies from language t o language, and hence the prosodic clues
developed for word boundary hypothesisation in one language may not be applicable

for another. For nonnative speakers, the prosody used in their speech is that of their
first language. Hence the prosodic clues developed using native speakers may not be
applicable for them. For example, English is spoken in many countries across the
world. For a large number of such speakers, it is only a second language, and for these
the prosody differs from that of English. Thus while prosodic clues may work very well
for a native speaker, for nonnative speakers they may fail.
So far three knowledge sources were examined and some clues were proposed
for word boundary hypothesisation based on them. Of these, lexical and to a lesser
extent language clues were found to be affected by the signal-to-symbol conversion
errors. Prosodic clues are applicable only for native speakers. Thus all the clues
examined till now are language specific. Hence there is a need to find clues which can
be applied across languages. Such clues should make use of speech features alone to
hypothesise word boundaries. Clues based on acoustic-phonetic knowledge satisfy this.
Hence we discuss in the next chapter studies to identify some word boundary clues
which are based on the acoustic-phonetic knowledge.

chapter7

WORD BOUNDARY CLUES BASED ON ,THE ACOUSTIC-PHONETIC
KNOWLEDGE

7.1 Introduction

Studies reported in this chapter are on the application of spectral clues based on
the acoustic-phonetic knowledge for hypothesising word boundaries in continuous
speech. T h e proposed clues a r e based o n t h e relationship between t h e speech
production mechanism and the spectrum of the sound produced. The idea is to find the
differences between the productions of sounds followed by a word boundary and
sounds which are not. These differences in speech production are related to the speech
spectrum using the acoustic-phonetic knowledge to obtain the spectral changes that
occur at word boundaries. These spectral changes are then used to hypothesise word
boundaries in continuous speech.
Two clues were examined in our studies. The f i r s ~ c l u eis based on the changes
in the vocal tract configuration that occur at a vowel-consonant boundary and it uses
the changes in the first formant(F1) frequency to hypothesise the word boundaries.
T h e second clue for word boundary hypothesisation is based on a stronglweak vowel
classification, and it uses the changes in the energy of F1. T h e clues aim at detecting
the vowels preceding the word boundaries. The reason for limiting the clues for vowels
only is that the properties of vowels change slowly and hence their spectra can b e
estimated reliably. Moreover, as mentioned in the earlier chapter, many words in a
Hindi text end in vowels. Analysis of a text of nearly 10000 sentences containing
143,578 words showed that nearly 82% of the words in the text end in vowels. Thus if
one detects all vowels preceding word boundaries then nearly three-fourths of the word
boundaries will be found.
T h e chapter is organised as follows: In section 7.2, a study o n the use of first

formant frequency(F1) change as a clue for detecting vowels preceding word
boundaries, is aescribed. In section 7.3, a study on the use of first formant energy
charlge as a clue for detecting word-final vowels, is described. In section 7.4, these
studies are summarised and some conclusions drawn from them are discussed.
7.2 Word boundary hypothesisation using first formant(F1) frequency

In this section, a technique for word boundary hypothesisation based on a
spectral clue, namely, change in F1 position, is described. In the proposed technique,
the spectral changes in a vowel preceding a word boundary are examined in terms of
changes in the formants. In particular, the changes in the vocal tract configuration at a
vowel-consonant(VC) juncture are expressed in terms of changes in the first
formant(F1) frequency. Based on these, an algorithm to hypothesise word boundaries
which makes use of changes in F1 position was developed. This is described in the
following.
7.2.1 Algorithm for word boundary hypothesisation using changes in FI position

The idea behind the proposed word boundary hypothesisation algorithm is
based on the following argument: Consider a sequence of phonemes PIP2. Now if one
can find a clue to differentiate between this sequence and the sequence P1#P2 (#
representing a word boundary), i.e., between the case when the phoneme sequence did
not contain a word boundary and the case when the phoneme sequence contained a
word boundary, then one can locate word boundaries. Obviously, the clue will depend
on the types of the phonemes PI and P2.
Now consider the various types of phoneme sequences that are possible across
word boundaries. Considering only the classes of vowels(V) and consonants(C) four
types are possible (PIP2 = VC, CV, VV, CC). However in our analysis of a large Hindi
text, it was observed that in word initial position, more than 90% of the phonemes are

consonants. Thus one can consider only the cases where P2 is a consonant and still
detect 90% of the word boundaries in a text. Now P1 can be either a vowel or a
consonant. However, as mentioned earlier, in a Hindi text, nearly 80% of the word
boundaries are preceded by vowels. Also it is easier to study the spectra of the vowels
than those of the consonants. Hence the study was restricted to the case where PIP2 is
of VC type. In other words, the aim is to find a technique to differentiate between the
two cases of VC and V#C and use it to hypothesise word boundaries. Depending on
the text, one can hope to detect around 70% of the word boundaries in the text.
Consider a VC sequence in continuous speech. Now, vowels are produced by
keeping the vocal tract open for free flow of air and the consonants are produced by
obstructing the flow of air. Hence in a VC juncture, the vocal tract will be changing its
configuration from an open position (corresponding t o the vowel) t o a closed or a
partially closed position (corresponding to the consonant). These changes in the vocal
tract will correspondingly reflect as changes in the spectrum; in particular, as changes
in the formant locations. Since the first formant F1 is proportional to the opening of
the vocal tract, at the VC juncture F 1 must decrease. Thus in any vowel preceding a
consonant, the tail portion of the vowel would show a decreasing F1. However if there
is a word boundary between the vowel and the consonant(V#C), depending on the
influence of the consonant on the vowel across the word boundary, one may find the F1
to be constant or decrease by a smaller amount. Hence by selecting a proper threshold,
one may be able to differentiate vowels preceding word boundaries from vowels which
do not precede a word boundary . An algorithm for word boundary hypothesisation
based on this idea is given below.

Algorithm 7.1 Word boundary hyothesisation usinn channes in F1 ~ o s i t i o n
1. Select two frames of appropriate size in the tail portion of the vowel and obtain their

spectra.
2. Compare the F1 position in the two spectra. If F1 does not drop below a threshold,
hypothesise a word boundary after the vowel.

7.2.2 Results of word boundary hypothesiration using changes in F1 position
The above algorithm was applied on the 2,600 vowel speech data spoken by 11
speakers which was described earlier. For each vowel in the data, two frames of size
256 samples (128 samples, for short vowels) were chosen from the tail portion. The
spectra for these frames were computed using 16th order LP analysis and from these
spectra, the first formant location was obtained. A word boundary is hypothesised after
the vowel if the drop in F1 between the frames is less than a specified threshold. The
results of word boundary hypothesisation are shown in Table -7.1. T h e results are
shown in t e r m s of t h e n u m b e r of t h e vowels immediately p r e c e d i n g word
b o u n d a r i e s ( W B ) a n d t h e n u m b e r of vowels which d o n o t p r e c e d e a word
boundary(m) and also in terms of the Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement. Note
that the set WB includes word-internal vowels and also word-final vowels which are
followed by a consonant. Various thresholds were used for the drop in F1 and the
corresponding results are shown in the table. In the table the threshold for the drop in
'

F1 is shown in steps of approximately 20 Hz. For example, a threshold of 2 corresponds
to a drop of about 40 Hz in F1.
F r o m t h e results, o n e can observe that for all t h e s p e a k e r s t h e r e is a
considerable improvement in the word boundary(WB) to nonboundary(m) vowel
ratio. For example, a simple calculation shows that for a threshold of 1 (=20 Hz), for
speaker 1, nearly 68% of the word boundary vowels in the input speech data are
detected, but the number of nonboundary vowels hypothesised are only 31%. Similar
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Table-7.1 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using changes in F1
position. In (a) results are shown in terms of vowels preceding word
boundaries(WB) and vowels not preceding word boundaries(Wl3) which correspond to
the correct and incorrect hypotheses. In (b) results are shown in terms of Hit
rate, Correctness and Improvement for a F1 threshold of 1(=20Hz).

performances are observed for the other speakers also. Another observation is that as
the threshold for the drop in F1 is increased, the number of word boundaries detected
increases, but the number of nonboundary vowels increases faster. This is illustrated in
the results by the changes in Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement. It can be seen
that an increase in the threshold value leads to an increase in Hit rate and a decrease
in Correctness. However the overall performance of the clue deteriorates as shown by
the decrease in the Improvement factor.
Another interesting observation made relates to the incorrect hypotheses. An
analysis of these showed that a large number of the incorrect hypotheses correspond to
the word-final vowels, i.e., vowels which are the final vowels in a word and which are
succeeded by a consonant sequence, as a in the word ko-mal.Hence one can view the
word boundary hypothesisation algorithm as an algorithm that detects the word-final
vowels (as shown below in Algorithm 7.2), and the earlier results can be represented in
terms of the distribution of word-final vowels and word-internal vowels, as shown in
T a b l e -7.2. Note that in t h e earlier results (shown in T a b l e -7.1), t h e class of
nonboundary vowels(WB) included some of the word-final vowels and the wordinternal vowels, whereas in Table-7.2 the word-final and word-internal vowels are
shown separately.

Al~orithm

Word-final vowel h-pothesisation using changes in F1 position

1. Select two frames of appropriate size in the tail portion of the vowel and obtain their

spectra.
2. Compare the F1 position in the two spectra. If F1 does not drop below a threshold,
hypothesise the vowel as a word-final vowel.

From the results, it can be seen that the algorithm hypothesises more word-final
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Table-7.2 Results of word final vowel hypothesisation using changes in F1
position. In (a) results are shown in terms of word final vowels(WF) and word
internal vowels(W1) which correspond to the correct and incorrect hypotheses.
In (b) results are shown in terms of Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement for
a F1 threshold of 1(=20Hz).

vowels than word-internal vowels. Thus the algorithin can also be used to hypothesise
word-final vowels: To illustrate this, the results are represented in terms of Hit rate,
Correctness and Improvement in the table. It can be seen, for speaker 1, that the
algorithm hypothesises (at a threshold of 1) nearly 60% of the word-final vowels with
Correctness around 80%.
From the word-final vowels hypothesised, one can locate the word boundaries
using Algorithm 6.6. These word boundary hypothesisation results are shown in
Table -7.3. A comparison with Table -7.1 shows that more word boundaries are
detected with greater Correctness.
In the above technique, it was assumed that the vocal tract position would
change from a relatively open position to a closed position at a VC juncture. However
not all consonants are produced by the complete closure of the vocal tract. Consonants
such as semivowels and fricatives are produced by a partial closure of the vocal tract.
Thus the change in vocal tract opening at the VC junction will be small, if C is a
semivowel or a fricative. Hence the change in F1 position will also be small, and it may
not be possible to differentiate between the vowels preceding a word boundary and
vowels preceding such sounds, i.e., between V#C and VC cases if C is a semivowel or a
fricative. This will result in many incorrect word boundary hypotheses. However, if the
consonant is a stop or a nasal, the vocal tract will be completely closed and hence one
can differentiate better between the cases of vowels followed by a word boundary and
the case of vowels not followed by a word boundary. In Table-7.4, the word boundary
hypothesisation results shown in Table-7.1 are presented in terms of the succeeding
consonant classes for three speakers (1,2 and 3). It can be seen immediately that the
best performance of the technique is for the class 'pauses' which consist of vowels
followed by long silences. This observation validates our proposed clue, because in
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Table 7.3 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using changes in F1
positron. The results were obtained using F1 position changes to hypothesise
word final vowels and from these the word boundares were located using
algorithm 6.7. In (a) results are shown in terms of correct word boundary
In (b) the results
hypotheses(WB) and incorrect word boundary hypotheses ( W B )
are shown in terms of Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement for a F1 threshold
of 1(= 20Hz).

.

vowels followed by pauses, there will be no change in the vocal tract opening, and
hence, the word boundaries following the vowels will be hypothesised correctly by our
technique. As seen from the results, more than two-thirds of the word boundaries in
this class were detected for all the speakers. For the remaining classes, one could
immediately see that the discrimination between the vowels followed by a word
boundary and the vowels not followed by a word boundary is maximum for the stops
and nasaIs. This is expected since stops (vocal or nasal) are precisely the sounds for
which the vocal tract closes completely and hence our algorithm should perform best
for them. In fact for the other consonant classes, the results show that the algorithm
does not distinguish between vowels preceding a word boundary and vowels which do
not precede a word boundary.
From the above discussion one can conclude that the knowledge of the
succeeding consonant can greatly aid in producing better word boundary hypotheses.
However in the context of speech recognition, such information is not easily obtained
though the broadclass to which the consonant belongs (stops, nasals, semivowels etc.) is
known. By making use of such information one can improve upon the above technique.
For example, one can place more confidence in the word boundary hypotheses if the
vowel is succeeded by a stop and a lower confidence if the next sound is not a stop.
One important factor that can affect the performance of this word boundary
hypothesisation technique is the speaking rate. This is because the proposed clue was
based on the assumption that it is possible to differentiate vowels that are followed by
a word boundary from the vowels that are word-internal. Changes in the spectrum (in
particular, the F1 position) were used to perform this. However, as the speaking rate
increases, the coarticulation effects across word boundaries will also increase, and the
differences between vowels followed by a word boundary and vowels which are not,
will decrease. Hence one would expect a degradation in the performance of the clue at

high speaking rates. This is also borne out by our results. In our speech data, the
speakers were ordered by their speaking rate, with speaker 1 speaking at the slowest
rate and speaker 11 speaking the fastest. It can be seen that the performance of the
clue is best for speakers 1 and 2, and least for the speakers 10 and 11.

7.3 Word boundary hypothesisation from changes in first formant energy
In the above, a word boundary hypothesisation algorithm that hypothesises
word boundaries from changes in the vocal tract configuration was presented. In the
following, another word boundary hypothesisation algorithm that is based on the
relationship between the changes in the excitation (or the source) and the spectra of
word-final vowels is presented.

7.3.1 Algoritlim for word-final vowel liypotliesisation using cliunges in F l energy
T h e proposed technique for hypothesising word boundaries is based o n
measuring the spectral changes within a vowel. It is based on the differences in the
spectra of a vowel when the effort put in its production is varied. For vowels uttered
with more effort, the spectrum contains strong formants whereas for lesser effort the
spectrum will show weak formants [Baken and Daniloff 19911. This is illustrated in
Fig.7.1. The idea for word boundary hypothesisation is based on the observation that in
some vowels preceding a word boundary, the spectrum of the later half of the vowel is
dominated by the peak corresponding to the first formant(F1). This was explained as
follows: When a vowel is succeeded by a word boundary, the effort put in producing
the vowel decreases and hence the formants weaken due to an increase in the glottal
roll off. However the higher formants weaken faster than the first formant and hence
the first formant F 1 will become more prominent in the spectrum. Hence in a
normalised spectrum (total energy set to unity) F1 will have a relatively stronger peak.
It was assumed that the reduction in the effort in producing vowels occurs in all
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Fig.7.1 The spectra of the vowel la: produced with (i) a
low effort and (ii) a high effort. It can be seen that in
the spectrum for low effort, the first formant apperas
stronger compared to other formants.

vowels preceding word boundaries, i.e., in word-final vowels. If this assumption is valid,
then word boundaries can b e detected by looking at the changes in the normalised
spectrum of a vowel. If the higher formant energies show a decrease, the.. one can
hypothesise a word boundary after that vowel. However, in practice, the highel
formants are difficult to detect reliably. Hence the detection procedure is modified to
look for steady o r increasing F1 energy because a decrease in the energies of the
higher formants in a normalised spectrum implies a relative rise in the energy of F 1
peak. The algorithm for word-final vowel hypothesisation [Ramana R a o 1992al is given
below.

Al~orithm

Word-final vowel hypothesisation using changes in F1 enere;v

1. Divide the given vowel into three frames of equal size.
2. Compare the F1 energies in the normalised spectra of the three frames. If the F1
energy does not decrease from first frame to the third, hypothesise the vowel as a
word-final vowel.

7.3.2 Results of word boundary hypothesisation using changes in F1 energy
The algorithm was applied on the speech data consisting of 2,600 vowels taken
from a total of 110 utterances consisting of 10 Hindi sentences uttered by 11 speakers
described earlier. The results of the word-final vowel hypothesisation a r e shown in
Table-7.5.
T h e results show only a moderate improvement in the ratio of word-final to
word-internal vowels. Also the number of word-final vowels detected by this technique
is quite small, between 25 t o 35% of the total word-final vowels. Obviously, these
results show that our assumption that all word-final vowels are weak and hence show a
rising F1 energy is not fully correct, even though the hypothesised vowels contain more
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(WF : WI)
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rate

Correctness

Improvement:

Table-7.5 Results of word final vowel detection using F1
energy. The results are shown for 11 speakers.

word-final vowels than word-internal vowels.
7.4 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, two word boundary hypothesisation algorithms based on
changes in the first formant were described. The first algorithm uses changes in the
first formant position to hypothesise word boundaries. Tests with a speech data
consisting of 2,600 vowels taken from the utterances of 11 speakers showed that nearly
60% of the word boundaries were detected with Correctness about 70%. When
compared with the original distribution of the word boundary and the word-internal
vowels an Improvement by a factor of 2 was observed.
However, this technique suffers from several problems, the important one being
the effects of speaking rate. It was seen that an increase in the speaking rate decreases
the Hit rate and also the Correctness. Thus one needs to find ways of normalising the
technique with respect to the speaking rate. In the absence of this, one may not be able
to use the technique independently, but may use it along with other clues. Thus one
can conclude that while this technique shows promise, it may be advantageous to use it
in combination with other clues which are more reliable.
The second word boundary hypothesisation algorithm in this chapter uses ,
changes in the first formant energy to hypothesise word boundaries. This was also
tested on the 2,600 vowel speech data. Results showed that the performance of this
technique was moderate in that it detected about 30% of the word boundaries with
about 75% Correctness.
From the results of the studies, one can clearly see that of the two the technique
using changes in F1 position to hypothesise word boundaries is superior. The reasons
for the poor performance of the second clue may be the following:
1. The assumption that the effort in the speech production drops on every-wzlrd-final

vowel may not be fully correct. It is quite likely that this assumption is true only at
some word boundaries and hence the word boundaries detected by this technique will
be limited.

2. It is also possible for weak vowels to occur in a word-internal position and they may
contribute to the errors.
From the results of these word boundary hypothesisation studies, we can
conclude that techniques based on acoustic-phonetic clues are useful. Since the clues
are based on the speech production mechanism, it is likely that these techniques are
applicable for other languages as well. However, this is to be explored.

PERFORMANCE OF WORD BOUNDARY CLUES
IN IMPROVING LEXICAL ANALYSIS

8.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, several word boundary clues were identified and
their performance was presented in terms of the correct and incorrect word boundary
hypotheses and also in terms of Hit rate, Correctness and Improvement. Since the
purpose of identifying word boundaries is to improve the lexical analysis, we conducted
a study to estimate the improvement in the lexical analysis time for a sentence when
word boundaries were hypothesised in it using the various word boundary clues. In the
study a total of 10 sentences were used. All word boundaries (except sentence
boundaries) were removed from these sentences, and then word boundaries were
hypothesised using the clues. The resulting sentences with some correct and some
incorrect word boundaries were used as input to the lexical analyser described in
chapter 3, and the improvement in the lexical analysis was examined. These studies are
presented in the following sections.
8.2 Studies on the reduction in lexical analysis time due to word boundary
hypothesisation

This section presents the results of studies made to estimate the reduction in
lexical analysis time due to the word boundaries hypothesised using the word boundary
clues. The reduction was estimated for each type of clues, namely, language clues,
lexical clues, prosodic clues and acoustic-phonetic clues, separately.
83.1 Performance of language clues in improving lexical analysis

The language clues are to be applied on a symbol string generated by the
speech signal-to-symbol conversion module of the speech recognition system. This
symbol string usually contains some errors, and these errors affect the performance of

the language clues in word boundary hypothesisation. In chapter 4 , it was shown that
the number of correct word boundaries detected and the number of incorrect word
boundary hypotheses produced by the language clues vary with the percentage errors in
the input sentences. Hence, to estimate the lexical analysis time for a sentence, which
depends on the number of correct and incorrect word boundaries in the sentence, one
needs to assume some percentage errors in the sentence. In our study, a maximum
error percentage of 15% was assumed in the input sentence. Though such an error
percentage may b e smaller than that of many current signal-to-symbol conversion
systems, its choice was justified by the following reasons:(l) Firstly, even if current
signal-to-symbol conversion systems may produce more errors, it is possible to achieve
less than 10% errors in signal-to-symbol conversion, as shown by the spectrogram
reading experiments[Cole, Rudnicky, Zue and Reddy 19801, and, (2) more importantly,
beyond this error percentage, the computation time for lexical analysis is going to be
large and beyond our measurement limit of 1 day.
Word boundaries were hypothesised in each of the input sentences in which
some of the phonemes were replaced. The resulting sentences were used as the input
to the lexical analyser and the time for lexical analysis was measured for varying
mismatch costs. Note that a mismatch cost of 1 corresponds to a n input error
percentage of 3%(the mismatch cost of 5 corresponds to input error of 15%). The
results of the lexical analysis are shown in Table-8.1. The lexical analysis times of these
sentences without word boundaries (given in Table-3.4) are also shown in parentheses.
From the results it can be seen that there is a significant reduction in the lexical
analysis time of a sentence when word boundaries were hypothesised in it using the
language clues. However, it can also be seen that the reduction is not uniform. For
some sentences, the reduction is as large as 30 whereas for a few other sentences the
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Table 8.1 The lexical analysis times (in seconds) for 10
sentences containing word boundaries hypothesised using
language clues.

reduction is as low as 2. This is because in some sentences the language clues
hypothesised all the word boundaries correctly without any errors, whereas in a few
others only a few word boundaries were hypothesised correctly with many incorrect
hypotheses. Tiius there is a significant variation in the percentages i;f corrcc: and
incorrect word boundary hypotheses across the sentences and this resulted in the
variation in the reduction of lexical analysis times.
T h e reduction in the lexical analysis time due to the word boundaries
hypothesised by the lexical clues for one sentence (same as the sentence used in
Section 8.2.1) is plotted in Fig. 8.1. It can be seen that there is a significant reduction in
the lexical analysis time due to the word boundaries hypothesised by the language
clues. Moreover, the reduction increases exponentially with increasing mismatch cost
between the sentence and an alternate word string.
8.2.2 Performance of lexical clues in imprdving lexical analysis

A study similar to the one above for language clues was carried out using lexical

clues. In this study also, a maximum error percentage of 15% was assumed in the input
sentences and the lexical clues were used to hypothesise word boundaries in the
erroneous sentences. The resulting sentences were used as input to the lexical analyser
and the results of the lexical analysis are shown in Table-8.2.
From the Table one can observe that there is a reduction in the time for lexical
analysis due to the word boundaries hypothesised by the lexical clues. However, it can
also be seen that the reduction in the lexical analysis time is much less when compared
to that of the language clues. This is because the lexical clues were able to hypothesise
lesser number of word boundaries when compared to the language clues. Also, as in
the case of language clues, the percentages of correct and incorrect word boundary
hypotheses varied across the sentences and hence there is a corresponding variation in
the reduction in the lexical analysis times for the sentences.

75
Reduction in
the time for
lexical analysis 50

Mismatch cost
Fig.8.1 An illustration of the reduction in the lexical
analysis complexity (time) due to the word boundaries
hypothesised by word boundary clues. In the figure, the
ratio of the lexical analysis time of a sentence without any
word boundaries to the lexical analysis time of the sentence
with word boundaries hypothesised by the word boundary clues
is shown. The ratios are plotted for the four types of
clues, namely, language clues (marked by . ) , lexical clues
(marked by + ) , prosoidc clues (marked by X) and acousticphonetic clues (marked by * ) . It can be seen that the
reduction in the lexical analysis time is maximum for
prosoidc and language clues, whereas for lexical and
acoustic-phonetic clues the reduction is much less.
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Table-8.2 The lexical analysis times (in seconds) for 10
sentences containing word boundaries hypothesised using
lexical clues.

T h e reduction in the lexical analysis time due to'the word boundaries
hypothesised by the lexical clues for one sentence (same as the sentence used in
Section 8.2.1) is also plotted in Fig. 8.1.
8.2.3 Performance of prosodic clues in improving lexical analysis

Unlike the language and lexical clues, the prosodic and the acoustic-phonetic
clues can be applied directly on the speech signal(though some prior segmentation of
sounds is needed). The prosodic clues of pause, duration and pitch were used together
(Algorithm 6.68~6.7together) to hypothesise word boundaries in the input utterances.
The utterances were obtained by one native Hindi speaker reading the 10 sentence text
used. Using the word boundary hypotheses the lexical analysis times were estimated for
the input sentences at various input error rates. The results are shown in Table-8.3. It
can be seen that there is a significant reduction in the lexical analysis times for all the
sentences.
T h e reduction in the lexical analysis time due to the word boundaries
hypothesised by the prosodic clues for one sentence (same as the sentence used in
Section 8.2.1) is also plotted in Fig.8.1.
8.2.4 Performance of acoustic-phonetic clues in improving lexical analysis

Word boundaries were hypothesised in the input utterances using the acousticphonetic clues (both clues applied together). Using these word boundary hypotheses in
the sentences the lexical analysis times were estimated. The results are shown in
Table -8.4. From the table, it can be seen that there is a reduction in the lexical analysis
times for the sentences due to the word boundaries hypothesised by the acousticphonetic clues.
T h e reduction in the lexical analysis time due to the word boundaries
hypothesised by the acoustic-phonetic clues for one sentence (same as the sentence
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Table 8.3 The lexical analysis times (in seconds) for 10
sentences containing word boundaries hypothesised using
prosodic clues.
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Table 8.4 The lexical analysis times (in seconds) for 10
sentences containing word boundaries hypothesised using
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used in Section 8.2.1) is also plotted in Fig.8.1.
8.3 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, a study was reported in which the performance of the various
word boundary clues, namely, :he language, lexical , prosodic and acoustic-phonetic
clues, in reducing the lexical analysis time was estimated. The clues were used to
hypothesise word boundaries in a Hindi sentence and the resulting sentence with some
word boundaries was used as input to the lexical analyser. It was shown that all the
clues resulted in word boundary hypotheses which significantly reduced the lexical
analysis time for the sentence. This is illustrated in Fig.8.1, where the reduction in
lexical analysis time was plotted against the mismatch cost. Among the clues, prosodic
and language clues performed best reducing the lexical analysis time by a factor of 68
for 15% input error. On the other hand, the performance of the lexical and acousticphonetic clues was less with reductions of 4 and 14 respectively.
The results of the study demonstrated the utility of the word boundary clues
proposed in this thesis in improving the performance of a lexical analyser. It was also
shown that among the word boundary clues, the language and the prosodic clues
perform significantly better than the other clues, namely, lexical and acoustic-phonetic
clues.

Chapter 9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, several clues were identified for word boundary hypothesisation in
continuous Hindi speech. The clues were based on various knowledge soErces such as
syntax and semantics (referred as language knowledge), lexicon, prosody and acousticphonetics. Using each of these knowledge sources, some clues were proposed for word
boundary hypothesisation and their utility was verified in the context of speech
recognition. Brief summaries of these studies are given below.
In the first study (described in chapter 3), the significance of word boundary
hypothesisation in the context of continuous speech recognition, and, in particular, in
the lexical analysis stage, was established. In this, experiments were conducted to
estimate the reduction in the number of alternate word sequences produced by a
lexical analyser and also the reduction in the time taken for lexical analysis, due to the
presence of word boundaries in the input. Results showed that both the number of
alternate word sequences and the time for lexical analysis were reduced, but the
reduction was larger in the time taken for lexical analysis. This implies that the main
effect of word boundary hypothesisation is in reducing the time spent on lexical
analysis. Since lexical analysis is expected to be the most time consuming stage in
;peecir iecognition, the presence of word boundaries will significantly reduce the
overall speech recognition time.
Studies were also conducted on the effect of word boundary errors on the time
spent on lexical analysis. It was found that even when an input sentence contained 50%
word boundary errors, the time for lexical analysis was significantly less than the time
for lexical analysis of the sentence without word boundaries.
The above study conclusively established the importance of word boundary
hypothesisation in improving the performance of a lexical analyser. The next four

studies (reported in chapters 4, 5 , 6 and 7) are on the evaluation of some word
boundary clues proposed by'us. In each of the studies a particular feature of Hindi
speech is examined and clues were proposed for hypothesising word boundaries based
on these features. The performance of each of these clues in improving lexical analysis
is discussed in chapter 8.
The first study on identifying word boundary clues examined the use of word
frequency information. The clues proposed are the phoneme sequences corresponding
to the frequently occurring function words. The idea was to spot these clues in a Hindi
text and hypothesise word boundaries around them. It was found that the clues
detected nearly 70% of the word boundaries with incorrect word boundary hypotheses
less than 20% for correct texts. Even when the input text contained errors in 50% of
the phonemes, the clues were able to detect about 35% of the word boundaries.
In the second study (described in chapter 5), the constraints on Hindi phoneme
sequences were proposed as word boundary clues. The clues correspond to the
phoneme sequences which do not occur in any Hindi word. By spotting such sequences
in a correct text, nearly 50% of the word boundaries were detected with incorrect
hypotheses less than 15%. When the input text contained errors in 50% of the
phonemes, the clues detected 50% of the word boundaries correctly with incorrect
hypotheses around 40%.
In the third study (described in Chapter 6), clues based on the prosodic features
of Hindi, namely, pause, duration, and pitch were used as clues to hypothesise word
boundaries. The performance of each of these clues was estimated using a speech data
of 110 sentences produced by 11 speakers. A technique which combines these clues
together was proposed and it was found that nearly three-fourths of the word
boundaries were detected with incorrect hypotheses less than 20%.

'

In the last study (described in chapter 7), two word boundary clues were
proposed which are based on the changes in the vocal tract configuration (as reflected
in F1 position) and the excitation (as reflected in F1 energy). These clues were applied
on a 110 sentence speech data uttered by 11 speakers. Results showed !ha! the chiinge
in F1 position is useful in hypothesising word boundaries while the change in F1 energy
seems to be relatively less useful.
The performance of the word boundary clues identified in the above four
studies in reducing lexical analysis time is estimated in chapter 8. In this each type of
word boundary clues is applied on a text of 10 sentences and the resulting sentences
were input to the lexical analyser. The lexical analysis times for these sentences were
compared to the lexical analysis times for the same sentences without word boundaries,
and the reduction in the time due to the hypothesised word boundaries is estimated. It
was found that the reduction is higher for prosodic and language clues whereas for
lexical and acoustic-phonetic clues it is less.
From the studies reported in this thesis, the following conclusions are drawn:
1. It is possible to detect many word boundaries in Hindi speech. This is an important

contribution of this thesis since in many of the earlier studies, only a few word
boundaries were detected reliably. On the other hand, in our studies, the prosodic
clues of pitch, duration and pause, together detected more than 70% of the word
boundaries in the utterances with incorrect hypotheses less than 20%. Similarly, clues
based on language knowledge and lexical knowledge also detected a large number of
word boundaries.

2. The language knowledge and prosodic knowledge seem to be the most promising
sources for clues t o word boundaries. This is evident from our studies in which
techniques based on these knowledge sources provided the best results. Moreover in
most of the other techniques also the language features are exploited to detect word

boundaries. For example, the technique of detecting word boundaries using changes in

F1 frequency, utilises the fact that in any Hindi text nearly 70% of the words end in
vowels which is a language feature. Similarly in the technique based on duration also, it
is the language features that are exploited. However this also means that the
techniques developed may not work for other languages as different languages have
different features and their prosody also differ. Hence one needs to develop different
techniques for different languages keeping in mind the peculiarities of those languages.
Another disadvantage, especially for clues based on prosodic knowledge, is that it
depends on the speaker also, whether the speaker is a native or a nonnative speaker.
3. Acoustic-phonetic knowledge based clues can also be used to hypothesise word
boundaries (for example, the clue of changes in F1 reported in this thesis). However, it
appears that the applicability of these clues is limited to slow speech because in rapid
speech the distinction between word-internal and word-final sounds decreases. But
such clues may still be useful in conjunction with other clues possibly based on the
other knowledge sources. One important advantage with these clues is that they are
language independent and hence are applicable for a number of languages which have
similar sounds whereas all the other clues are language and speaker dependent.
Suggestions for further work

The work reported in this thesis established the significance of word boundary
hypothesisation in speech recognition and also identified several clues to hypothesise
word boundaries. However, a number of issues are still to be resolved. These are
discussed below.
One important issue which was not addressed in this thesis is the integration of
the various word boundary clues to develop a word boundary hypothesiser. This is
because, the clues identified are applicable on different types of inputs. For example,

the language and lexical clues are to be applied on a symbol sequence produced by a
speech signal-to-symbol converter, whereas the prosodic and the acoustic-phonetic
clues are to be applied on the speech signal or some representation of it. Hence, it may
not be possible to develop a single word boundary hypothesiser module. Moreover, to
apply all the clues together, one needs to assign relative confidences to each of the
clues and then build a mechanism to combine these confidences. However, assigning
the confidences is not an easy task. For example, from the results of the above studies,
a simple suggestion may be to place more faith in the prosodic and higher level
linguistic clues and give less weightage to the rest. However, such choices are very
much affected by the task context. For example, if the task is small vocabulary
connected word recognition, such as a telephone help facility, one may find more use
to the acoustic-phonetic and lexical clues rather than the prosodic and the higher level
linguistic clues since the sentences (or word sequences) do not have much structure.
On the other hand, if the task is large vocabulary speech recognition, the reverse may
be true. For conversational speech, it may be something in between these. Another
problem with some of the clues, viz. prosodic clues, is that they are also speaker
dependent to some extent. Hence a better view is to treat each of these clues as part of
the respective knowledge sources and apply them in the overall speech recognition
context rather than try to build a word boundary hypothesiser module separately.
One other issue not addressed in the thesis is the verification of the proposed
clues by performing perception studies in which these clues can be verified using
human subjects. The approach taken by us in this thesis is more of an engineering one
in that we posed the problem of word boundary hypothesisation and tried to find clues
which can aid in solving it. It is quite possible that the clues identified by us may or may
not be used by humans when they recognise speech. Obviously studies on human
perception need to be performed to establish this. Such perceptual studies will not only

establish the reliability of the clues but may also provide ideas on how the clues are to
'

be applied.
Based on the above, we suggest the following studies on word boundary
hypothesisation for further work.

1. Studies to find more clues, especially clues based on the acoustic-phonetic
knowledge.

2. Studies on human perception of word boundaries, in line with studies done for
English [Butterfield and Cutler 1990; Cutler and Butterfield 1990a, 1990b, 1991b1, to
establish whether the proposed clues are used by humans in their recognition of
speech.
3. Once a sizable number of clues are identified, one can also investigate the

integration of the clues to develop a word boundary hypothesiser for Hindi speech.
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